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AROOSTOOK MAN
PRESENT A
TAKES 14,000
MILES TRIP

PROBLEM

Rev. H. Scott Smith delivered an el
There is apparently very little in
oquent sermon before the Graduating
terest in this section in the matter of
class of H. H. S. Sunday evening at
faim crossings and cattle passes on
the Auditorium which was packed to
! convention, on the tenth ballat, rerailroads.
The commission held a
the doors with relatives and friends of
ceiving a fraction over 692 votes.
hearing
at
Houlton
Tuesday and no
the class which is one of the largest
In a dramatic session, in which Gov
one
appeared
except
a representative
ever graduated from the school 61 in
ernor Lowden of Illinois released all
of
the
Bangor
&
Arostook
Railroad.
number.
of his friends and his delegates turned
All members of the commission were
The program for the evening con
to Harding in rapid succession, the
present at the meeting here which was
sisted of a selection by the H. H. S.
■Harding landslide which started with
______
held in the Court room.
chorus, Scripture readding by Rev.
1a gentle movement early in the morn...........
.........^ prayer by Rev.
Mi'. T. B. Bradford of Goldenridge i The ,ast eLgislature passed a resoDwight
F. Mowrey,
! ing steadily and surely grew and reThomas Whiteside, Quartette by M es-! was in town Friday and called at the lutl0n requrmg the Utilities CommisI sisted all attempts of the Wood and
Over one hundred Engineers and ! dames Hughes and Fairbanks, Messrs. TIMES office, during which time he j 810n to investigate the matter of farm
An occasion that will go down in Lowden people to check it if they had
Firemen
from both the Northern and >Archibald and Chandler, solo by John ! told of the delightful trip which he |crosslngs an(1 cattIe passes, it having
history as the biggest thing ot its kind a disposition to do so.
Southern divisions of the Bangor & ! Houghton, benediction by Rev. A. M. j and Mrs. Bradford took last year, dur- j become apparent that there is a rather
that ever took place in New England
The Maine delegation voted for
Aroostook railroad met in Houlton at |Thompson.
j ing which they traveled 14,400 miles |extensive demand that there be a law
occurred here Tuesday, June 8th when Wood on all ballots.
the
request
of
President
Percy
R.
Rev.
H.
Scott
Smiths’
sermon
was
by auto, went west as far as Vancou-1 wb*cb will permit farmers and others
more than 200 Odd Fellows were initi
Immediately after Senator Harding’s
Todd
on
Sunday
afternoon.
full
of
good
advice
and
he
urged
the
ver,
down the Pacific coast as far a s !
cr08S the rights of way of rairoads.
ated into Aroostook Encampment, No. nomination was a fact, it was decided
The meeting was held at Watson I class to go forward to their life ’s tasks Los Angeles, across to Florida and i At the present time the law contains
4 1 ,1. O. O. F. and the dream of D. D. to attempt to have a brief recess on
Grand Patriarch T. J. Fox who has the floor with the delegates remain Hall and was called to order by presi- j full of courage and with their hearts then back home in which time they |n0 provision that permits new cross
saw probably more of the United ! *ngs except when granted for specific
labored faithfully for the past 17 ing «o a choice could be decided upon dent Todd at 2.30. The gathering was turned toward God.
an
informal
affair
and
a
get-to-gether
j
During
the
time
that
he
spoke,
he
States than any other resident of the j purPOses and for a definite time for
years, for a bigger and better Camp for the second place and the business
where
matters
of
interests
to
both
was
listened
to
with
deepest
interest.
state
of Maine, during the same length j
transportation of lumber, hay,
has this day became a reality.
of the convention ended, which was
wood and ice as the commission may
parties were talked over and the dis
Lloyd Berrie a member of the class of time.
The promised visit of the Grand O f done and Governor Calvin Cooiidge of
cussion were very satisfactory to both acted as marshal for the evening.
The left Bangor on June 30th and grant.
ficers w as the incentive that prompted Massachusetts was nominated for vice
Rights of way across rairoad proper
parties.
traveled
by train, visiting every state
the large gathering.
When Chief president. Pensylvania’s vote gave
Mrs. John D. Walker of Millinocket in New England and then made their ty exist at the present time by virtue
A
great
surprise
was
in
store
for
Patriarch J. H. Patten made an unof him his majority in the ballot as it
is the guest of her mother Mrs. McKay way to Detroit, Mich, where a new car of the law which gave them that right
ficial visit to Houlton in April the im did Senator Harding, the presidential the men, it being a present of life insurance
$3000
for
the
Engineers
and
|
on
High Street.
was awaiting them and they left there at the time the railroads obtained
pression he made at that time and his nominee.
$2000
for
the
Firemen
all
of
which
is
j
-----------------on the 8th day of July, going to Chica their rights of way. Either the roads
promise to come up in June gave the
to
be
paid
for
by
the
Railroad
Comi
go,
Milwaukee across Wisconsin to St. j existed at the time or were put in use
neeeeaary start toward obtaining the
panv
without
any
expense
to
the
men
j
A
recital
of
the
music
pupils
of
Miss
j
Paul
and Minneapolis from there ' w *thin the statutory period of 20 years
R ECO R D class that put Aroostook En
Houlton music lovers are looking whatever.
1Helen McKay took place at her home through North Dakota and into Mon-, as Permitted under the eminent docampment, No. 41 “over the top.”
forward with a large degree of pleaDuring the discussions all those taklast week and a most successful affair. j tana through the Bad Lands and into
!
mains procedings. But the law con
Daring the early part of the cam- j
I sure to the concert at the Temple ing part expressed their thanks for
reflecting great credit upon the pupils j Great Falls where they visited his 1
tains no Provision for opening ofnew
palgn, 100 members was the slogan, i
|Theatre on the evening of June 30. the thoughtfulness ol Mr. Todd in
as well as the teacher. brother for three weeks, leaving there crossings except as stated above and
this number was obtained so easily
|when the Copley Male Quartet will en- providing this protection and after the
|
The
following
program was carried Aug. 15 for Yellowstone Park where upon recommendation of the Utilities
that the members buckled down for
Jtertaln here.
meeting many went to him personally out:
they camped for a while, in fact they Commission based upon the hearings
ISO, this was accomplished and a new |
! At the Northern Maine Auto Show and thanked him.
Rosenknospo
Hofmann had a tent and camping outfit with nowr being held the legislature will be
mark was set at 200. Application be-1
j this Quartet won honors for itself and
The men were brought to Moulton
Alice Arndt, Marguerite Dunphy
them and when night overtook them asked to pass a law that will permit
gun to shower down on the Scribe on
j was so much appreciated by the peo- on two special trains the one from the
Janice
Clark
they would stop in a suitable place and new crossings and passes in order that
tU the last special meeting, when he
___
,
..
. . . . . .
I pie that an effort was made to h a v e :
t, .,vrivimr -it i i 35 ami th
' e one Rockaby
Bilbro when they so desired they would stop t’mmers and others may have access
announced 238 applicants for the de-,
...
..
, 80Utn t r u i n g at n..».> ana m
! them return m the near future tor an- f
tl
north at l ‘> in
('orris Hume
1at a hotel, or stop with friends as they to their property not now reached.
Sreee in (he Encampment.
other concert.
The
outline
of the plan follows:
The subject is an interesting one
The Apple Tree Swing
Merrill liked.
It is needless to say that the Grand
They have been engaged by a num
Engineers
from
the viewpoint that the tendency
Mary Dudley
From the Yellowstone Park they
Officers were highly pleased and es
ber of other Aroostok towns to give a
Engineers
hired
in
that
capacity
is
to
eliminate crossings rather than
Blowing
Bubbles
Croshv jouneyed on through Montana, stop
pecially so, was the Chief Patriarch at
similar entertainment and will make a (not firemen promoted to he engi
increase
them and the framers of the
Sherwood
Kelso
ping at Helena, Butte and Missoula,
so liberal a response to his invitation
tour of Aroostook the last of June and neers) are entitled to no insurance for
A May Morning
to take the step forward and this
Smith thence into Idaho and Spokane, Wash new law will be confronted with a pro
the early part of July.
the first three months that they are
Let.a Bonn
large class that enjoyed the mysteries
ington state, during their trip through blem of so drafting it that it will not
Each one is an artist in his line be in the service.
Young America
o f the Encampment Tuesday puts the
Jenkins Washington they met the Dudleys increase the menace of grade cross
sides being a soloist,
From three to six months $in<io.
Ward Ingraham
local lodge way up among the leaders,
father and son who formerly lived in ings.
j
Everett M. Clarke, manager and first
From six months to one year $2000. Spinning Song
While a new crossing might greatly
there being only one Encampment in
Morris Mapleton and are engaged in raising
1tenor, soloist at Tremont Temple each
A fter one year $300<).
Florence Ingraham
Maine with a larger membership.
fruit the same as they did in Aroos- benefit a farmer, on the other hand it
! Sunday— one of the largest churches in
Note: -A fireman promoted to he Boys' Merry-go-Round
The day will long be remembered In
Gade took near Soap Lake.
Going on to creates a menace to the traveling pubI the East. Audience of nearly 6000 an engineer and transferred to the
Seattle, Vancouver down the coast
especially if at grade and the purPercy Hoar
fraternal circles, the weather was per-,
engineers' list, will ho entitled to the Curious Story
fleet and the committee in charge had every Sun ay‘
Heller through Oregon and California follow -, P°8e ° f these
hearings is to gainthe
Raymond A. Simonds, second tenor. $3000 insurance from the date that he
Jean Haggerty
their plans well perfected for handling
ing the coast as far as Los A ngeles,1views of the farmers and others insoloist at New Old South Church, one is placed on the engineers’ list, which Dance ()f Rhes
Werner where they stopped for
seven weeks terested so that the commission may
the large gathering.
of the most desirable positions in Bos i will not he affected if, due to slack
The first thing that confronted the
Elizabeth Sinclair
taking in all the ponits of interests be assisted in making its report to the
ton and successor to Lambert Murphy ! business, he has to temporarily re
Quartette
Selected meeting many from Aroostook county, legislature.
committee was room of ample size
the noted tenor. Mr. Simonds’ phono turn to firing, because his name is on
Meciames Crokett and Churchill
where the visitors could be fed. WatThey started east on November 2
graph records of the OKEH phono the company’s records as an engineer.
M isses Mulcaster and Hanson
aem H all w as secured and by careful
and came through Arizona to Douglas
graph company will be before the pub
The above insurance is to he pay I.e Printenps
arrangement of the tables and u t i li z 
Carpenter through New Mexico to El Paso and
lic
next month.
able to a beneficiary named by the ining the ante rooms it was found that
Isabel Pearson
into New Orleans which owing to the
Henry Kelley, operatic baritone, , dividual engineer in the case of total
134 could be seated at one time.
Slum he r Song
Kern serious rains at that time they were ! The program offered for the curtain
with the Boston Light Opera company. i disability or death from any cause.
raiser of the Maratime and Maine
The members of the sister lodge,
Winona Tozier
obliged to ferry in and ferry out, at a
L om e MacAdam, basso, formerly I
I Circuit will be held by Fredericton
Firemen
Ingeborv
Christiani cost of about $20.
the Rehekdh's furnished the banquet
Then they went
with the Broadway singers of New i During the first three months that
Park Association in Fredericton, N.
Harold Foster
and It w as a banquet fit for the king
through Mississippi. Alabama and into
York and the Lotus Quartette. Re a man is employed as a fireman he
B„
June 30th and July 1st. $1,900 in
upon which many compliments were
Hide and Seek Waltz
Roberts Florida at Tallahasse which they
cently engaged by the Edison com will not be insured.
purses
have been offered.
given.
Katherine Jackson
reached on December 2, 3000 miles
pany for record making. New York
From three to six months he will ho Heart of a Rose
The Grand Officers and degree team
Stone from California. They spent the win First Day, Wednesday, June 30th, 1920
critics claim the biggest range bass be covered to the extent of $500.
Purse $300
arrived by auto early in the morning
Through the* Meadows
Helm ter in Florida covering all the towns 2.14Trot and Pace
voice now before the public. Sang for
2.19
Trot
300
From
six
months
to
one
poar
he
will
from Danforth where they had insti?
Stanley Foster
on thc> Fast as well as the West coast
Charles
Dillingham
and
Savage
pro
2.24
Trot
300
he
covered
to
the
extent
of
$]oi»0.
tuted a new Encampment on Monday
La Jolie Cantilene
Pesse and meeting hundreds of Maine and
Second Day, Thursday, July 1st, 1920
After one year he will be covered to
evening, upon the moment of their ar- j duction.
Natalie Myers
Aroostook county people.
Justin Williams, a foremost aeeom- the extent of $2000.
rival until way late into the early
Venetian Serenade
Brown
The last Legislature passed a reso- Free for all.Trot and Pace Purse $400
2.16 Trot andPace
40b
The above insurance is to he paya
hourt of Wednesday morning there ! Panl8t an<* Pianist of Boston,
Lois Haskell
ing north through Georgia, the Caro2.24
Pace
400
n i not an Idle moment.
, Ml8s Carpenter numerous reader and ble to a beneficiary named by the in lane Song
Nevin linas and Virginia, being accompanied
In entering mixed events trotters
dividual fireman in the case of total
Visitors were arriving by train and entertainer,
Margaret Hanson (cello)
by Dr. and Mrs. Harris of Patten who
auto and continued to arrive until
This Quartette organized in 191). disability or death from any cause.
will
he given four seconds advantage
An Matin
Godard were also traveling by auto. On the
just before 3 p. m. when the festivities i Young men between 28-35. Fine miin
addition
to the time allowances un
In the case of both engineers and
.Janice- Clark
way north they stopped at places of
begun.
Millinocket, Patten. Smyrna gaging, courteous and generous per- firemen, this insurance is to he taken Romancder Rule VII.
Xitterbart interest \isLing on the- way and reach
Mills lodges ail sent large delegations sonality. Phenomenal success at fust, out at the expense of the company
Entries close June 17.
Alice Arndt
ed home on May 29. having covered
-while Rockabema Lodge. No. 78 fur- j Quickly the largest quartette business and at no cost to the employes, hut N;i r-’issus
J.
D. Black. Secretary, Fredericton.
.\evin t])(, distance as mentioned above from '
X. B
niched an even 100 candidates, after ' in Boston. War broke it up. Re or the company reserves the right to can- A Summer Hoi ida y
Nolk imtrojt. 1Linn miles.
the candidates had been checked in ganized a year ago. Very successful eel the arrangement at any time; th“
Alice Lincoln
The trip was certainly an ideal one
and were provided with badges, they and in much demand. Soloist in ap question of whether or not this in M e i l l i c t
Beet lioven for seeing the country and n> more,
w ere ushered into the main hall to pearance with the Cecelia Society. Out surance will continue in e f f e c t if an Simple1ids All end Maidens Fair Nevin inconveniences than any method of
take the Patriarchal degree.
The standing feature and one rarely found engineer or fireman is away on a ham
Marguerite Dimpliy
traveling.
Tin1 roads were on the
The Northern Aroostook Agricultur
work was handled in a masterly man is the almost perfect blending of l e a v e o f a b s e n c e , and o i l i e r i |U<st i ons \ Oft II r ile
Chopin whole very good, hut some1 sections ;
voices
of
the
four.
Program
will
eonal
Corporation, organized in April to
that
may
a
r
i
s
e
,
w
i
l
l
h"
<
I
*
■
<
■
i
<
1
<
•
<
1
I
nt
e
r
.
ner and was most impressive.
Velma .Murray
wer, pretty hard on tires.
i promote and conduc t fairs and race
FoRowing the work of the afternoon sist partly classical and partly familiar
The insurance of any individual en La Lisonjera
( 'haminade
Mr Bradford was for a number of
meetings at Fort Kent, Maine was re
gineer or fireman ceases automatical
which was completed at 5.15 the mem- favorities.
Eva Seamans
years Postmaster o Golenridge. hut ,
So
popular
at
For(
Fairfield,
induced
cently incorporated with a capital
ly when he leaves the service for any Air dos .Voces re Figaro
hers formed in line for a short march
.Mozart 'when Mu' offiee wa*- . ha o.-,> d to Sher
h
Aroostook
stock
of $5o.nun, shares all common
cause.
to Monument Park where a picture to make tour throu
A l i c e Lincoln and Vein,
M it n ay
man Mills furnished hv R. R. 1). he re
mph* Thea t.n*
with a par value of $10.
w as taken of the large group, from County.
Houlton.
Kammenoi Ostrow
RiO'.Mstein signed.
’"or!
The following are the first officials
there they marched to Watson Hall June 30, Presque Isle. July 1. I
Wilder ( arr
From tire experience gained on this
of the new organization: Fred Michaud
Fairfield July 2 and 3.
for supper.
Word was roemvod from tin* War Polonaise Brilliant*
1Metric!- in: Mr. and Mrs. Bradford will doubt
Above all they are a finp. olIpuu Pllt
Fort Kent, president; Paul D. Thibo
A s a diversion fr o m th e s tre n u o u s
SlMP'llllS
Misses McKay
Department, in Washington, I). ('. Sat
less soeiid their winters in the sunny
Will he
men
deau.
Fort Kent, treasurer; Richard
work a visit to the Temple Theatre gentlemanly crowd of men.
Wilder
unlay after inquiry had been made for
south, bi^ large- farm being run by his |
F Crocker, Fort Kent, clerk; Henry
had been arranged for 7.30 and one of the finest things ever in the the correct address of Color Sergeant
son.
W. Nordeau. Fred E. Michaud, I. B.
through the courtesy of Manager county.
W. L. Putnam who was retired from
Bourgoin, Niles C. Pinkham, Phillipe
Churchill the show was held back 15
the regular army a number of years
A.
Roy, Ulric Dumond all of Fort Kent
minutes an accomodation that was
ago that 1m had died on March 12. 1918
James Q. Gulnac, president of
The Sophomore Declamation held in
and
Saul Michaud of Eagle Lake, didenply appreciated, members and their
No further particulars have been re
the Auditorium Monday evening drew i State Chamber of Commerce and E. T. \ors.
$ 772.79 ceived.
wives numbering 286 enjoyed the pic- General Government
an interested audience that was well Clifford of Winthrop, representing the
turns tor 1% hours after which a re- i Protection of Persons
William L. Putnam was the eldest
1.451.07 son of Levi Houlton and Sarah Brad repaid for their attendance, as the se- Staff* Grange, are now in Washington
turn to ths hall for further work was , and Property
1.835.:’,:', bury Putnam of this town and was lections and the manner in which they ! appearing before the Interstate ComIn order.
! Health and Sanitation
The grand opening of Crescent
6,211.13 well known among the older residents. were rendered made it a pleasant oc- I meree Commission to avoid any great Park will take place on Wednesday
T hs Golden Rule and the Purple de- j Highways and Bridges
er precentage of increase in freight evening. June 16 at which time there
3,810.18 When hut 21 years of age he joined cassion.
g r s s s w a r s conferred beginning |charity and Soldiers Aid
*
rates to New England shippers than will he dancing with music by Bry
Musical
numbers
by
Wilder
Carr
at
29,625.24
promptly at 10 o’clock. The work of j Education
the IJ. S. Army and served on the Mex
400.00 ican border for many years. He was the piano, a violin solo by Lewis their competitors in territory outside son’s full orchestra.
ths evening could not hut help all to |Library
2,551.31 retired in 1900 and located in San Bither and a vocal solo by Ethel of New England have to pay.
Commencing June 30 and each W ed
realise the many high things that Odd- Unclassified
The delegation in going to Washing nesday night there will be a public
Thompson together with a selection
fellowship stands for.
Juan, Porto Rico, visiting Houlton on
$46,657.05 ' several occasions, but the winters be by the girl’s quartet added much to ton are going in accordance with the dance with music by Knowles Orches
At the d o se of the degree work
resolution passed at the meeting of tra of Fort Fairfield.
the evening's pleasure.
F
R
A
N
K
A.
PEABODY
speeches were in order and those who
ing too severe he decided to locate in
The prize winners as announced by the State Chamber of Commerce and
HOWARD M. WEBB
responded were Chief Patriarch J. H.
Porto Rico. He leaves, one brother,
Agricultural League held in Augusta.
(he judges were:
A L T O N E. CARTER
Patten of Bar Harbor, Grand High
i Amos Putnam of Houi'on. and one sis
May 11, 1920, at which time the mat
1st
Eiwin
Hodgins.
Selectmen
of
Houlton
Priest Samuel Adams of Belfast.
ter, Mrs. Carrie A. Gibson of Brookter
of rate revision was the chief topic
2nd
Christine
Albert
Grand Senior W arden J. H. Toward of
ton, Maine. His age at the time ot
for discussion.
3rd Phvllis Russell.
The bodies of James G. Blaine and
Waterville, Grand Junior Warden Ell- Ing room and after doing justice to the Jhis death would hav-- been about 6:5
At that meeting the Executive* Conn his wife. Harriet Stanwood Blaine,
cry P. Blanchard of Portland, Grand bounteous luncheon, all departed for ■year.
cil was authorized to send representa
Marshall H. F. Carter of Bar Harber their homes feeling that Odd Fellow
which were disinterred at Washingaon
ship
had
stood
the
test
and
that
Houltives
of the organization to Washing
others who spoke were Menry M.
ton represent the interests of the State the past week, were buried side by
Smith, Wm . McFarlane, W . P. Wad- ton’s place on the map had been more
The entertainment committee for
side at Forest Grove Cemetery, Au
of Maine in this matter.
firmly
established.
leigh and Rueben Gray all of Bar
the big celebration July 5th and 6th
The
committee
who
had
charge
of
gusta,
Saturday with impressive cere
The deciding hast* ball game in
Harbor and who had assisted in the
the
affair
were
W.
S.
Lewin,
A.
E.
Carat
a
meeting
held
Friday
arranged
for
monies.
degree work. The speeches while of
South Aroostook League played Mon
necessity owing to the lateness of the j ter, T. J. Fox, B. J. Bell, J. S Peabody, day between H. H. S. and Island Falls the various entries in the parade:
The Methodist church was well fill
The bodies arrived from Washing
T B. Currie, Gordon McKeen und the
hour were brief but were enjoyed.
Floats. 1st $25.00, 2nd $15.tin, 3rd $10.- ed on Monday evening when the Juni ton in charge of Adjutant General
H.
S.
resulted
in
a
glorious
win
for
Col. E. E. Scates of Fort Fairfield successful carrying out of a splendid
the home team after a hard fight to 00;Calithumpians, 1st $10.00. 2nd $7.- ors of Ricker Classical Institute held George McL. Presson and Colonel
the Dean of Oddfellowship in Aroos entertainment is due to them.
It is the intention of the Officers of overcome a lead which tin* visitors 00, 3rd $5.00; Work Horse Parade. 1st their annual speaking contest.
Francis H. Fa rnum, C. S. A. The
took county was an interested spec
Eight, imniers on the program bo- honorary hearers wen* Governor Carl
Aroostook
Encampment to entertain held up to the Sth inning, when a hat $15.00, 2nd $10.00, 3rd $5.00; Civic
tator and he also responded briefly.
another class just as soon as arrange
sides the musical numbers made it a E. Milliken. Leon F. Higgins of Brew
Organization. 1st $10.00. 3nd $5.00.
Past Grand Master Ira G. Hersey
ting rally put H. H. S. in the lead.
ments can he completed, there are at
The solieitors found that the Mer program of rare merit, the trio by er, president of the senate*; Frank G.
being called npon decllneA|to talk, but
The score was 6-5 and the support
least 75 more men who desire to come
Farrington of Augusta, speaker of the
told a short story appropriate to the
chants were unamious in favor of en Misses Willey, Hedman and Anderson
in, and it is hoped that the number ers of High School are justly jubilant
house
of representatives; Chief Jus
occasion which concluded the pro
tering floats for the parade and some was well received, as was the number tice Leslie C. Cornish of the Supreme
can be made 100, if we can do that, over the success of the team.
gram.
Peabody the back stop for H. H. S. magnificent entries will be made.
by the R. C. I. Chorus.
we will have the largest Encampment
Judicial Court of Maine; ex-Chief Jus
Before tearing the hall C. P. W . L.
was
struck by a hall which put him
This with the g.ogram as arranged
The winners of the contest will he tice William Penn Whitehouse of
in Maine— “ L et’s Go” .
Lewin informed the visitors that a
out of the game. Bishop succeeding previously will make the day one full anounced Wednesday during the Com August^ and Mayor Burleigh Martin
buffet lunch awaited them in the din(Continued on page eight)
him.
round of pleasure.
mencement Exercises.
of Augusta.
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R. R. EMPLOYEES
IN HOULTON

201 CanUates Take JourBey—Breaks the New
Eighnd Record

Men of Northern and South
ern Divisions Hear Good
News from Pres. Todd

jnm w * a I M D l f l l i 'M T 11 Senator Warren G. Harding of Ohio
l i N v i a A l l M I j F I 1 |was nomlnated for the presidency late
i Saturday in the Republican national

Visits Many States in Union
by Automobile

PUPILS RECITAL

CONCERT AT THE TEMPLE

RACES AT FREDERICTON
JUNE 30TH, JULY 1ST

NEW FAIR ASSOCIATION
FOR THIS SECTION

W. S. PUTNAM

H. H. S. SOPHOMORES
IN SPEAKING CONTEST

SELECTMEN’S REPORT
JUNE 1ST, 1920

WORKING FOR MAINE

OPENING OF CRESENT PARK

>

■*

BODIES OF BLAINE AND WIFE
ARE BURIED AT AUGUSTA

H. H. S. CHAMPIONS
OF SOUTH AROOSTOOK

FOURTH OF JULY
CELEBRATION PRIZES

R. C. I. JUNIOR EXHIBITION

>A
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PAGE TWO

E AS Y M O N E Y
New York. The banks were every
the retailers were urgedto stock up to don a uiform.
About 85 years ago this country was where driven to a suspension of specie the heavy drain of war. W hile money
Congress would do well to make
heavily
and
were
induced
to
buy
free
Established April 13, 1860
feverish
prosperity. payments, the deposit banks going is not wealth, it is the power by which
ly on what seemed a steadily advanc sure, moreover, that whatever dispo experiencing
A L L T H E HOM E N E W 8
down with the rest, in May.
the production of wealth is instigated
sition it may finally make of this mat Jackson had removed the national
and guided.
Published every Wednesday morning ing market. Now they don’t feel very
Distribution
of
the
third
instalment
happy to have their loans called, and ter will be accompanied by a quit funds from the Bank of the United of the surplus was accomplished only
by the Times Publishing Co.
It would be unfair to assert that
be forced to sell on a dropping market. claim in full. It should profit in this States. Hundreds of state banks were with difficulty and after delay. The
none
of the states wisely used its
pouring
forth
paper
currency.
Every
CHA8. H. FOGG, Pres. A Mgr.
The experience is leading many busi respect by the experience of the Can
fourth instalment has never to this share of the surplus in 1837. N ever
body
had
money.
Everybody
was
will
adian
government
which
awarded
a
ness men to predict that orders will
day been distributed, for the very theless, many of them failed to do so.
Subscription in U. S. $1.6C per year
come in rather slow for the next few generous provision not many months ing to risk his money in the wildest
good
reason that by October, 1837, the squandering the gift or even parcel
In advance; in Canada $2.00 in advance
ago and is now being promptly im speculation. States vied with individ
months.
governmental
surplus had vanished, a ling it out to he squandered by the
Single copies five cents
uals and piled up enormous eonmmitThen of course there is the revival portuned for more.
deficit taking its place. A fter much voters. Then as now, easy money was
ments
against
themselves.
Advertising rates based upon guaran of Europe. This is proceeding much
The federal government shared this suffering there was a rally, and the no indictment to thrift. The distribu
faster than the business community S U P R E M E C O U R T D E C IS IO N
teed paid in advance circulation
By the close of 1835 it banks managed to resume specie pay tion benefited scarcely anybody; in
AS I T A F F E C T S S U F F R A G E prosperity.
realizes. The cable brings the big I
Entered at the Post Office at Houlton news of strikes and disturbances. L it , The decision rendered Tuesday by was free from debt and was amassing ments in August, 1S38. But a second stead, "the money, as it came, flowed
crash came the next year and depres like hot lava while the eruption was
for circulation at second-class
tle is said about hard work which is the Supreme Court holding that Fed a surplus. With a presidential elec
sion and business uncertainty continu going on, and vanished underground
postal rates.
tion
coming
on,
it
seemed
highly
fit
getting industrial production back in eral constitutional amendments can
ed for a long period.
into the Herculaneum of buried enter
The workers are employed not be submitted to popular vote by ting to the administration that the mel
All Snbeerlptions are OI8CONTIN* shape.
This bit of history is painfully rele- prises.”
on
should
be
cut
and
the
surplus
sharstates
having
referendum
machinery
shorter hours, but a lot of the women
U E O at expiration
veant to the pending federal bonus
are working and making up the short provided by their constitutions, clears 1ed among the states. In June, 1836,
legislation.
To be sure, we have a
age in production.
j away whatever vestige of doubt re an act was passed authorizing the dis system of money, banking and credit
C L E A N 3T R E ET 8
tribution
of
over
$37,000,000
in
four
mained
in
the
minds
of
the
friends
of
Europe is making a tremendous bid j
T IM E T A B L E
C. O. Davis of the Bureau of Street for export trade. It will get a good equal suffrage as to the validity of the j quarterly
instalments
commencing vastly superior to that of the Jackson
Corrected to A pril 26, 1920
Sanitation of Milwaukee urges that deal of the business that the United ratification of the Anthony amend- January 1, 1837. The prospect of this ian days. But if there was inflation in
T rain s Daily Except Sunday
From H O U L T O N
everyone co-operate to keep the streets States had during the war from South m netin Ohio and some dozen other distribution, and the distribution itself 1837 there certainly is inflation now.
8.46 a. m.—For Fort Fairfield, Caribou,
of his home town clean. He finds that American and other countries outside states.
1served simply to intensify the specu ! If 1837 was a time of wasteful expendi
Limestone and Van Buren.
ture, so is 1920. If there was wide
a great many people who complain of Europe, unless the United States
The Anthony amendment was rati lative mania.
9.23 a. m.—For Bangor, Portland and
most about unsightly streets are them finds some way to reduce production fied June 16. 1919, at a special session
Boston.
Having thus set the scene and drag spread speculation then, so is there
selves guilty of leaving waste paper, costs. Imports are coming into this of the Ohio legislature, the vote being ged a barrel of gunpowder into the now— in fact, we are prone to blame 11.30 a. m.—For Ashland, St. Francis, Ft.
Kent, Washburn. Presque,
lawn cuttings, garden refuse and oth country faster every month. All these 27 to 3 in the senate and 73 to 6 in the middle of the stage the government all our troubles upon the hoarders and j
Van Buren, via Squa Pan
speculators.
|
er rubbish in the street or where they conditions must tend to some let-up house, both of which were emphatic obligingly supplied a match in the
and Mapleton.
Business revived in the forties be 1.05 p. m.—For Ft. Fairfield, Caribou and
blow into the same.
in activity. It is hard to imagine that majorities. Proceedings were brought shape of the “ Specie Circular,” which
Limestone.
Make your streets as clean as a kit the coming season should manifest the j nevertheless, asking for a referendum provided that nothing but specie cause there was a real basis for the
1.40 p. m — For Greenville, Bangor, Port
chen floor, he says, and thus get rid clamourous
high
hopes
of
those
days.
The
Am
eri
should
thereafter
be
taken
as
pay
-------------- demand
--------- for „goods that on the amendment. The petition was
land and Boston.
of the street dust, which transmit dis characterized the past twelve months, j declared valid and was allowed by the ment for public lands.
Whereat, to can industrial revolution was begin 6.26 p. m.—For Bangor, Portland and
ease. He blames many people for the
Buffet Sleeping Car Van Bur
---------------------I Ohio supreme court. This threw open quote from Woodrow W ilson’s “ Divi ning. Steam navigation and the es
en to Boston.
careless way in which they handle
tablishment and rapid development of
T H E B O N U S GOES O V E R
j the ratification of the suffrage amend- sion and Reunion:”
7.12 p. m.— For Fort Fairfield, Van Buren
broken milk bottles, which are strewn
railroads
made
it
possible.
America
The
volume
of
paper
currency
which
W e have in all probability not heard j ment in all states which have the refDue H O U L T O N
around in the streets where they in the last of the proposed soldiers' bon- j erendum, unless th estate supreme had gone West for the purchase of was discovering her manufacturing
8.36 a. m.—From Boston, Portland, Ban
jure tires. He urges every school and us, but the country at least has the as- j courts ruled otherwise or unless the lands was thrown hack upon the East possibilities.
Production and con
gor. Buffet Sleeping Boston
for redemption, or to add still further
to Van Buren.
each business and civic association to surance that the precipitate action off united States Supreme Court render- to the plethora of circulation already sumption caught step again and the
9.19 a. m.— From Van Buren, Caribou
keep up a constant fight for clean the national House of Representatives ! ed a decision covering all cases,
nation
swung
on
to
its
greater
destiny.
exisiting there. Credit had received
and Fort Fairfield.
streets.
j goes for naught so far as this session j
No such reasonable hope now ex 12.57 p. m.— From Boston, Portland, Ban
The latter having been done, all a stunning blow under which it first
staggered, and then fell. There was a
gor and Greenville.
is concerned. By the time Congress question of the validity of ratification sudden rise in prices. .
. Flour ists. The railroads w ill do well to 1.36 p. m.—From Limestone, Caribou and
T H E B E N E F IT S OF FI8HING
reconvenes the elections will be over jn the several refendum states is set- lose from five dollars (1834) to eleven save themselves, let alone the rest of
Fort Fairfield.
The fisherman is not so common a
and the congressmen will not he so tied. Thirty-five states have duly rati- dollars per barrel (1837); corn from the country.
Every thoughful man 2.54 p. m.----- From St. Francis, Ft. Kent,
type as he used to be. A s cities and
susceptible to organized pressure as|fied the Anthony amendment and it fifty-three cents to one dollar and fif knows that our salvation lies in in
Van Buren, W a s h b u r n .
teen cents per bushels. February and
towns grow more populous, the num -!
Presque Isle, via Squa Pan.
they have been during the past couple ! seems certain that the necessary 36th March, 1837. there were bread riots in creased productivity to make up for
ber of fishable streams and lakes with- j
6.21 j). m.— From Van Buren, Limestone,
of months. In Washington the im- will ratify the November elections,
Caribou, Fort Fairfield.
in reach grows less. Those that are |
pression has prevailed that unless ac- j As to the situation in Maine there
7.09 p. m.—From Boston, Portland and
frequented by the finny tribes become |
tion was taken at this session it ; js some confusion owing to the fact
Bangor.
widely known.
Automobile parties j
Time tables giving complete information
would probably never materialize at : that there are two separate and dis
travel hours to reach them.
may be abtained at ticket offices.
all. This impression may prove or- tinct phases of the suffrage question,
GKO. M. HOUGHTON.
Yet there never was a time when
roneous; but there is more than a fair First of all. the Maine legislature in
General Passenger Agent, Bangor, Maine.
the experiences which the fisherman j
special session ratified the Federal
loves were more welcome. People are ! chance th3t ths> entire '*“» « * s< hems
suffrage
amendment and from that act
sick of the everlasting turmoil and r e -: wl11 continue to lose popularity as the
there is no appeal. Whenever threecrimination of the times. They can’t ! col,ntr-v has time t0
thp ^ n ation
fourths of the states of the union shall
escape these difficulties of living that i m e rhave
ratified the amendment it will be
.
the
so crowd upon them. But they do long
No one will deny, or . ours.
justice of rendering equity to those come operative throuuliout the I'nib'd
SOPRANO
to get away sometimes and forget it
soldiers and sailors who served a long States regardless of favorable or un
Teacher
of Singing
for a time.
term overseas at great financial sacri favorable action by individual states
Studio Room 27, Mansur Blk., Houlton
Never before did the quiet peace of
The Maine legislature in 1919 passed
fice to themselves. But the measure
Telephone 292-J
a shady brook, or the calm ripple of a
which was recently swept through the a law granting to the women of Maine
T
E
A
i s
g o o d
t e a '
sparkling lake, seem half so inviting.
House by a rigid applicatio nof the gag the right to vote for presidential (decWhen you get out into some seclud
rule was of the all embracing sort. It tors. Tin’s vote was challenged and a
ed spot, with the game played between
Sold only in sealed p ackages
Osteopathic Physician
made no distinction between different referendum asked upon the measure.
yourself and Mr. Trout to keep the top
Phone 244
Hours: 9 to 12-2 to 5
branches of the service, whether com The petition was granted and the pop
of your mind occupied, how far away
New Masonic Bldg.
HOULTON
batant or non-combatant, nor did it ular vote is scheduled to be taken Sep
the world seems. How petty all the un
123
take into account the varying necessi tember 13.
rest and striving of man appears. The
If the Federal suffrage amendment
ties of the men themselves. Everyone
simple life of nature, the shack in the
was to have his dollar a day whether is not in operation at that time, and if
Land and
Lum ber S u rveyor
woods, the plain fare of the camper,
he earned it in the front-line trenrlms rite 31,uine presidential suffrage law is
Candidate for County Commissioner
seem better than all these effete com
or by strict attention to (he duties of vetoed by the people, the women of
forts and luxuries for which people
Eagle Lake, M aine
a swivel-chair job three thousand Maine will not vote m the Xuwinler
strive and fret. The beauty of forest
miles away from the sound of guns. presidential election. If tire* Federal
and stream sink into the heart like a
The country can afford whatever is amendment is in operation at that
benediction and the tired man grows
needed in order to render exact justice time tin* worm*:: of Aiaine will be al
O F F IC E A T R E S ID E N C E
strong again.
but this is no time to scatter gratuities lowed to viite, no matter what tin*
129
Main St. Houlton, Me.
Let it be hoped that fishing does not ,
’led O'uenme of the referendum.
become an extinct sport. It is needed >amon!! al1 amI sun,">' "
Ransford W. Shaw
Seth S. Thornton
as a refreshing diversion after the j
grind of the offices and clatter of fac
tories. It ought to be within reach, so
ATTORNEYS
1820
that every town dweller and shop
Prompt attention to all business
worker could occasionally have a bout
Houlton,
Maine
at it. Good game laws, well enforced
Piobate matters have Special
by public spirit and universal consent
Attention
ortland
co m e to
will do a great deal to restore a sport
that has been dear to countless men
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from time immemorial.
FAR M ER C O M B IN A T IO N S
Last March the national board of
farm organizations, through a com
mittee, sent out a list of questions to
the presidential candidates of both
parties containing this inquiry, which
really is In the nature of a demand:
The sufferer from indigestion, dyspepsia, and biliousness, needs no
“W ill you do all that in you lies to se
w arning to avoid the many worthless, so-called “ cures” that are offered,
cure to all farmers and consumers the
often containing harmful drugs. In vain, these various preparations have
full, free and unquestioned right to or been tided, frequently leaving the system weaker than before.
The true “ L. F .” Atwood’s Medicine brings quick relief
ganize and to purchase and sell co-op
Instead of a
eratively?” The House now. by a vote without the risk o f injurious after-effects.
of almost exactly four to one, passes
the Volstead bill, a revision of the
Hersman-Capper proposals,, which au regularly, the physical improvement which w ill result, will
thorizes the combination of farmers also overcome the fe a r o f a new attack.
“ L. F.” can be given with perfect safety to every member
for collective marketing. That is, the o f the family. It has been a fam ily health-restorer fo r 60
bill would remove certain legal limita years; its friends are steadfast. You can buy a large bottle
tions that stand in the way of such (60 teaspoonful doses) frc~u your druggist fo r 50 cents.
combination, while at the same time * L . F .” Medicine Co., Portland, Maine.
seeking to provide ways for prevent-1
ing the abuse of th eprivileges it be- j
stows. The secretary of agriculture {
is to have power to move against any
such organization that operates in re
straint of trade or that so limits com
petition as to boost prices. The idea j
is to eliminate the middleman, get rid I
of one profit between the producer and j
the consumer, or at least so to influ- J
ence the middleman that the products !
of the farm will not be exposed to pro- i
flteerlng devices while on their way j
to the ultimate purchaser. The farm- i
e rs’ organizations have been striving |
so persistently to secure this legisla - 1
tion that it is reasonable to anticipate j
prompt utiliation of its provisions of j
the measure becomes a law. The pub
lic as a whole begins to realize the
necessity of stimulating the produc
tion of food in view of the serious con
ditions that exost today. It is hard to
see how the argument of “class legis
lation” applies in this case; really it
Is legislation for the relief of the con
sumer; that is, of the whol epeople.
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Costs less than coffee
Far m ore healthful
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Suite 13 & 14 Mansur Block
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A New Daily All-Sleeping-Gar Train
Making the fastest time between
terminals of any transcontinental train
in America, and saving a business day
in reaching Winnipeg and the cities to
the Pacific Coast.

Fort W illiam in 30 hours, Winnipeg
in 41, Regina in 51, Calgary in 65, and
Vancouver in 92 hours.
Leaves Montreal (Windsor St.) at
5.00 p.m. daily, and Toronto at 9.00
p.m. daily. (Eastern Standard Tim e.)

Lim ited to Sleeping-Car Passengers only
(Except parlor-car passengers between Montreal and Ottawa)

To purchase sleeping-car space, apply to any agent of the

CANADIAN

PACIFIC

RAILWAY

W H E R E TO S T A Y

Ask yourgrocerfo r

T H E B U 8IN E 88 O UTLO O K
There seems little reason to antici
pate any far reaching disaster from
the panics and depressions of past
years. Yet other causes are working
toward a distinct recession in busi
ness. The general sentiment of the
community looks for a gradual yield
ing of prices. This will make mer
chants slow 1n ordering g o o d s .
They *1sh to keep their stocks clean
ed up as well as possible.
The retail trade is passing thru an
experience that tends to make any
badn ess man cautious, and a good
p i t y o f thorn rather sore. Many of

DR. F. 0. ORCUTT

En route to the Pacific Coast you
should stay at Canadian Pacific
hotels. There is no better standard
of hotel accommodation in Canada.
Besides the city hotels pictured
below, which are open all the year
round, there are others that appeal
to holiday travellers picturesquely
^v»fMrrpp f rP;
situated in the magnificent Cana
dian Pacific Rockies— at Banff,
Lake Louise, Emerald Lake, Glacier
and Sicamous.
PALU SE R . - C A L G A R Y

ism

POSTUH instead
o f coffee.

HOTEL V A N C O U V E R .

“T h e re s a R e a s o n ”
Made by Postum Cereal Co.,Batfle Creek,Mich.
E M P R E S S HOTEL
V IC TO R IA

R O Y A L A L E X A N D R A ' W IN N IP E G -

P L A C E VIGEJL' MONTREAL
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WHEN PAIR BEAT

A KIND

to the expense of driving off the w ater.:
3 OF
Making bordeaux mixture on the farm j
A salesman for a perfumery house
at home in Maine is quite a different i
visited
recently a certain mountain
proposition (iian making sulphur. For j
the small grower there are quite good j section fo the South, where he hoped
grounds for argument in favor of pur to interest the natives in his stock. On
CorrMpoiMtonct with a County Agent
chasing commercial lime sulphur con his arrival he repaired without delay
centrate. Also a dry lime sulphur if
The time for protecting the potato equally effective has advantages over to a village drug store which occupied
crop by spraying with bordeaux mix a liquid concentrate. To make borde a plain, frame house in the shadow of

COMMERCIAL VS.
HOMEMADE BORDEAUX
MIXTURES

ture from the reduced yields incident
to early and late blight and the losses
from rot caused by the late blight will
soon be here. The perennial question
of whether it is best for the Maine
grower to buy ready prepared borde
aux mixture or make it at home is
again with us. The following letter to
the Director of the Maine Agricultur
al. Experiment Station and his reply
seem to be timely:

PAGE THREE

“ Mebbe you don’t know who I be”
rohred the intruder.
“ P ‘r‘ap's you
, never ilranj tell of Three-Finger HooI ver. Well, that’s my n?:.. \ I go the
notches of six good men on my gun,
least they was reckoned as sich till I
sent ’em straight on th’ road ter hell.”
Meanwhile the druggist had stepped
from behind the counter, and had
walked boldly up to the bad man whom
he slapped smartley full across the
face. This took the fellow so com
pletely by surprise that for the mo
ment he could do nothing. The drug
gist did not give him time to recover,
but wrenched the revolver from his
hand, and dealt him a blow on the jaw
knocking him down. He then jumped
on him, kicked him, yanked him to his
feet, and shook him like a rat.

aux mixture in Maine all we have to a hill. The druggist proved to be an
do is import the copper sulphate. We undersized, insignificant little man
produce the lime right here and have who when perfumery was mentioned
plenty of water. If one takes a little
sniffed derisively. The salesman, how
trouble to fix up a proper spray mixing
platform the making of bordeaux mix ever was not easily discouraged, and
ture is a much less difficult, dirty and began to expatiate glibly on the excell
time consuming job than the agents ence of his perfumes. He was inter
of these substitutes would have you rupted by the entrance of a tall, lanky
think.”
mountaineer who wore muddy boots,
Circular 522 “ Spraying Potatoes in
“ So you're Three-Finger Hoover,” he
a
coarse woolen shirt, and a long fad cried contemptuously, “ why, Three
June 2, 1920 1916” and Circular 535 “ The Control
“Would you please inform me just of Potato Enemies” can be had on ed black coat. He had a hard face and Finger was a real man, and you’re on
how the prepared powdered bordeaux application to the Director of the a roving eye. and was just the sort of ly a poor yaller dog. Take that and
mixture, put out by the--------- people j Maine Experiment Station, Orono and
a mountaineer the saleman had read that,” and he rained blow after blow
and several other companies compares I the Farmers’ Bulletin 994, “ Commerupon him. He ended by taking him
about in fiction and had seen in the
wlth our home mixed bordeaux In its cial Bordeaux Mitures, How to Calcu-1
i by the scruff of the neck and running
effectiveness in spraying potatoes.
late Their Values,” from the Secretary j movies.
him out of the door, and the bad man,
“A s I understand it, this prepara of Agriculture at Washington, D. C., j “ Gimmie some dope,” he said, ad- like a frightened deer, disappeared
tion they are putting out this year, is or your Congressman.
j dressing the druggist in a hard rasp- down the road in a cloud of dust.
lime and copper sulphate properly
CHAS. D. WOODS,
mg voice.
Director i
mixed and then the water evaporated
“ You got a prescription?” the latter
from it, leaving a dry substance com
Inquired pleasantly. “ I don’t sell nar
posed ef the lime and copper sulphate.
“W e are receiving dozens of inquir
The automobile registration figures cotics ’cept on a doctor’s prescription.”
ies daily about this now at the Farm at the close of business on Saturday,
“ I reckon I got a prescription all
Bureau Office, and I would like to May 29, were $94,278.25 more than for
right,” dawled the stranger as he drew
have peur opinion on It, and data that the same period of 1919. The figures
from
the folds of his coat the longest
you may have on the subject.”
follow:
and most formidable revolver the
Orono, June 3, 1920
Registration and Licenses to
“Replying to yours of June 2 I
June 1, 1919
j salesman had ever seen; beside it an
would say that we have not experi Operators
48,856 |army c 0it Was a mere infant. That
mented with the powdered bordeaux Registrations
! was enough for the salesman, believ4,301 i
mixture put out by the— 1
— people Trucks
gyg
ing he was about to witness a tragedy
and do not know of anybody who has Motorcycles
49^
and
perhaps lose his life he tremblingin comparing it with freshly prepared Dealers
17 ! ly took refuge behind the nearest coun
homemade bordeaux. W e do not see Motorcycle dealers
ter.
however, that their claims differ ma
Registrations and Licenses to
terially from those made by various
June 1, 1920
other concerns in the past and we Operators
58,954 |
41,907 i
have yet to see a dry bordeaux pow Registrations
der which when wet up would equal Trucks
5.728 i
923
a freshly prepared bordeaux mixture. Motorcycles
573 i
Without making any specific com Dealers
ments on the individaul spraying ma Motorcycle dealers
20 i
terial in question, we have not seen
Total receipts to June 1, 1919. $520,anything to change our opinions as 655.75; total to June 1. 1920, $614,934.
expressed in Circular 522 entitled
‘Spraying Potatoes in 1916’ which is
N O T IC E T O C O N T R A C T O R S
State Highway Bridge Construction
being sent you by this mail.
Sealed proposals addressed to the
"W e are also sending you a copy of
State Highway Commission, Augusta,
Farm ers’ Bulletin 994, United States Maine, for building the following rein- ,
Department of Agriculture.
If you forced concrete Bridges:
|
The Boynton and Estev Bridge in i
are coming up against these questions
the Town of Whiting, Washington
of comparison of home prepared borCounty, Maine.
deanx mixture with various commer
The Pleasant River Bridge in the
cial substitutes I believe you will find Town of Columbia Falls, Washington |
this as valuable as any reference book County, Maine.
The Webster Brook Bridge in the i
you ever used in college. You will see
Town of Crystal, Aroostook County. (
by that that there are a number of Maine.
things to he considered when you at
The Gagnon Bridge in the Town of
tempt to substitute a dry powder for Frenchville. Aroostook County, Maine. ‘
Each endorsed with the name of the
the home prepared mixture. I wish to
mission at its office in the State House,
pall your attention to one point and bridge, will be received by the Comleave you to find out the rest for your Augusta, Maine, until 10.45 a. m.
self. This is, that regardless of the Standard Time, Wednesday, June 23, ]
1920, and at that time and place pub
physical condition of a freshly prepar
licly opened and read.
ed or a commercial substitute borde
Each proposal must be made upon a
aux the efficiency of the spray de blank form provided by the Commis
pends largely upon the amount of cop sion, for copy of which one dollar will !
be required, and must be accompanied
per which it contains.
I canot see by a certified check for 10% of the
why a hard-headed Maine farmer is amount bid, payable to the Treasurer j
willing to pay considerable more per of the State of Maine. The certified
pound for one of these substitutes check will be returned to all bidders
unless retained under the conditions
which will require from 10.6 to nearly stipulated.
85 pounds to provide sufficient copper
A surety company bond satisfactory
to be equivalent to a 5.5.50 bordeaux to the Commission, of one-half of the
mixture. This is set forth in the table amount of the contract, will be requir
ed. Plans may be examined and copy
on page 6 of the Farm ers’ Bulletin of specifications and contract may be
above mentioned.
The argument is obtained at the office of the Commis
that ft save time. As far as we know sion, Augusta, Maine.
The- right is reserved to reject any
none of the makers of these substi
or all proposals.
tutes claim that their materials are
W IL L IA M M. AYER.
|
better. I grant that the farm er’s time
Chairman ,
P H IL L IP J. DEERING
’ !
is valuable like that of any other man.
F
R
A
N
K
A.
PEABODY,
j
1 question whether it is valuable
State Highway Commission j
enough so that he can afford to pay
P A U L D. SARGENT.
!
high price city labor to make his bor 323
Chief Engineer, j
deaux mixture for him have them go Dated at Augusta, Maine, June 2. 1920 j

AUTOMOBILE REGISTRATION

“ You was sayin’ somethin’ ’bout per
fumery young feller,” said the drug
gist, dismissing the incident as though
it were an ordinary occurrence. “ I ’m
sorry, but these folks here wouldn’t
fall for that kind of stuff. Now if you
was sellin' medicinal bandages, blood
purifiers, or sich, I might be able to do
somethin’ for yer.”

guns that’s the time ter look out.”
The salesman wandered sadly back
to the shack that answered for a hotel,
determined to take the next train East
He recounted his experience to the
hotel keeper.
“ That druggist’s the toughest man
hereabouts,” the hotel keeper explain
ed, “ when he want’s ter be. When
there’s any real trouble in town the

n

Sheriff usually calls on him ter help
him out. He used ter be a real bad
man, killed six men in his day, but
they weren’t much loss ter the com
munity. Ten years ago he fell for a
pretty school teacher, married her and
became a model citizen. P ’r’a’p’s you
took notice two of his fingers was
missin’. He was known as Two-Finger
Hoover.”

Gladiolas

i

First Size Bulbs— G row n five to ten
•
inc^ies and ready for transplanting.

■"1

A ll colors and shades in the newest

j

and best varieties.

j
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j

i
i
i

i

<■

“ That looked like a pretty tough cus
tomer,” ventured the saleman, who
had not quite recovered his composure.
“ Knew he was a fraud.” commented
the druggist, “ soon as he pulled that
gun.
Bad men in these here parts
don’t carry their guns with ’em. When
they tell yer they're goin’ ter get their

Newell’s
Houlton, Maine

i!

C e le b ra te at
H o u lto n

JULY
TW O

BIG DAYS

I

u
I
I

!

TW O

GREAT ATTRACTIONS

rr PAYSTOLOOK
an d W e L ik e L o o k ers
We

are offering a few

SPECIALS
to complete your celebration in Houlton,
------ July 5th and

6th— T w o

IS
! *
i 1
11

Big D a y s -------

Men’s All Wool Suits
$25.00

$30.00

$35.00

These are real bargains—
better get one now

Boys’ Knee Pants Suits
$15.00 $ 20.00 $25.00
For comfort and economy

Men’s Hot [Day Suits
$7.50 to $15.00

BIG MIDWAY

Big values while they last
The above are Real Bargains of High
G rade Merchandise.
W e can guarantee
to save you good money if you will L O O K

i REAL MORSERACING

STARTLING FIREWORKS

Som ething Doing all the Time

ERVIN&ERVIN

COME—You will not be disappointed
_________i
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cross the ocean to run down thus easi while the work in which the man who j with one of the hotel stenographers, able her to go home to her people. And Jvouch for him when I was probably the
had advertised needed assistance was j leaving his wife penniless in the hotel, after all these years the irony of cur- only person in the city who knew
ly a friend or an enemy. You can do
11 began to be known some years it just as expeditiously by loitering— in no way connected with the work in and several of us made a purse to en cumstances ran him up against me to |about that episode in his career.”
which they had been in partnership in j
ago," said the man who notices small or hurrying, either— around the streets
Africa.
things, “that New York is a city in of central Manhattan.
“ Well ’ said one of the others, ’they
which you are likely to meet most any
say
that New York city is a fine place
“ Three men at lnncheon the other
body whom you ever knew anywhere day were talking about this charac- for a criminal to hide in because it is
i
else, but such incidents grow more j teristic of the city and one of them so big and busy and indifferent, but my
observation is that and indifferent, but
common with every year, as the town said that in answer to an advertise
my observation is that it is a place in
becomes more and more a world city. ment he had put in the papers there
which your past is pretty sure to find
Kipling once said that if you want to had come to him that morning a man you out. Yesterday a man who want
Republican Candidate* to be voted for in the County of Aroostook, in the Primary Election to be held
meet anybody you ever knew in any
June 21, 1920.
with whom he had been engaged in an ed somebody in my establishment to
vouch for his character was turned
Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearin g down or destroying a list of candidates, or*a specimen ballot, Five to
• part of the world, all you need to do is
enterprise thirty years before in South
One Hundred Dollars Fine.
F R A N K w. B ALL, Secretary o f State.
over to me to investigate and I recog
Just to stand around a little while in
Africa. Neither had heard a word nized him at once as a man who fifteen
London’s Charing Cross. But if you from or about the other in all that time
years ago was living in the same hotel
are an American you don’t need to and each supposed the other to be dead that I was in Chicago. He ran away

TO FIND LOST FRIENDS

AROOSTOOK C O U N TY

R E P U B L IC A N

CAND ID ATES

STATE OF MAINE

R E P U B L IC A N

STATE

P R IM A R Y

E LEC TIO N

R E P U B LIC A N SPECIM EN B A LLO T

M A K E A CROSS ( X ) I N T H E S Q U A R E T O T H E R I G H T O F T H E N A M E O F T H E P E R S O N Y O U W I S H
T O V O T E FOR. F O L L O W D I R E C T I O N S A S T O T H E N U M B E R O F C A N D I D A T E S T O BE M A R K E D FOR
E A C H O F F IC E . A D D N A M E S B Y W R I T I N G OR P A S T IN G S T I C K E R S IN B L A N K S P A C E S A N D M A R K
CROSS ( X ) T O R I G H T O F S U C H N A M E S .
DO N O T E R A S E N A M E S .
|| POR GOVERNOR

FO B SHERIFF

Vote for ONE

Tot# for OVS

JOHN P. DEERING, Saco

W IL L IA M H. BATES. Hersey

LOUIS A. JACK, Lisbon

F R A N K W. BURNS. Fort Fairfield

CARL E. M ILLIKEN, Augusta

THEODORE J. FOX, Houlton

FREDERIC H. PARKHURST, Bangor

EDMUND W. GRANT, Houlton
VICTOR E. PETERS, Houlton

NE of the world wide achievement!
of the Buick Valve-in-head motor
car is the complete motor car satisfaction
that comes with Buick ownership.

O

FRA N K SIROIS, Caribou
POR STATE AUDITOR

Vote for ONE

JOHN R. WEED, Monticello

ROY L. WARDWELL, Augusta

p o b c o u h t y c o m m is s io n e r

Such an achievement has not been estab
lished simply through the miraculous per
formance of one particular model bul
overwhelmingly acquired by the daily use
of over five hundred thousand Buick cars,

For Representative to Congress

Vote for ONE

JOHN M. BROWN, Eagle Lake

TRA G. HERSEY, Houlton

FRED A. THURLOUGH, Houlton
GEORGE R. UMPHREY, Washburn

POR STATE SENATORS

Vote for THREE

A. R. GOULD, Presque Isle

. fxass.oo
K47

f.

$3334.00
- SS4S&00
$3068.00

am
,

•*>

L S. BEAN, COUNTY AGENT

The Buick Valve-in-head m otor car
through twenty yearsof fine performance,
has established a prestige that has com
pletely won the confidence of mankind,
Buick efficiency, economy, and endurance
are qualities that give to the world' an
a ssu ran ce o f suprem e m otor car
satisfaction.

Tote for OVS

RSPRBSBETATXTBS TO T B S LEGISI.ATUBB

SETH S. THORNTON, Houlton

SAMUEL R. CRABTREE, Island Falls
CYRUS W. BENN, Hodgdon
W IL L IA M A. HEAL, Weston
JOHN M. HUNTER, Hodgdon
CHARLES P. BARNES, Houlton
LUCENE A. H ILL. Littleton
ALBERT M. SMITH, Ludlow
STETSON H. HUSSEY, Blaine
OMAR L. FARNSWORTH, Caribou
THOMAS E. HOUGHTON, Fort Fairfield
A LLE N C. T. WILSON, Presque Isle
OWEN K. STORY, Washburn
FRED F. SPEAR, Limestone
GEORGE V. HAMMOND, Van Buren
ARTHUR C. BARON, St. Agatha
REMI A. DAIGLE, Madawaska
THOMAS J. FOURNIER, Eagle Lake
W IL L IA M H. BRAGDON, Perham
ARCHIBALD C. WATT, Castle Hill

IiEANDER E. TUTTLE, Caribou

POB COUNTY ATTORNEY

Vote for ONE

W IL L IA M R. ROTX, Presque Isle

Presque Isle, Maine

FOR JUDGE OF PROBATE

Vote for ONE

N IC H O LA S FESSEN D EN , Fort
Fairfield

FOR REGISTER OF PROBATE

Vote for ONE

PARKER P. BURLEIGH, Houlton

•
IM3

W h e n b e tt e r a u to m o b ile s a re b u ilt , B u ic k w ill b u ild th e m

STATE OF MAINE

r

Diamond
C O R D T IR E S

DEM OCRATIC

AROOSTOOK C O U N TY

DEM OCRATIC
Democratic Candidates to be voted for
June 21, 1920.

STA TE
in

the

P R IM A R Y

County of

Aroostook,

C AN D ID ATES

ELECTIO N

in the P rim a ry Election to be held

Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down or destroying a list of candidates, or a specimen ballot, Five to
F R A N K W. B ALL, Secretary of State.

One Hundred Dollars Fine.

DEM OCRATIC SPECIM EN

B A LLO T

M A K E A CROSS (X ) IN T H E S Q U A R E T O T H E R I G H T O F T H E N A M E O F T H E P E R S O N Y O U W I S H
T O V O T E FOR. F O L L O W D IR E C T I O N S AS T O T H E N U M B E R O F C A N D I D A T E S T O BE M A R K E D FOR
E AC H O F F IC E . A D D N A M E S BY W R I T I N G OR P A S T IN G S T I C K E R S IN B L A N K SPACES A N D M A R K
CROSS (X ) T O R I G H T OF S U C H N A M E S .
DO N O T E R A S E N A M E S .
Vote for

POB GOVERNOR

oars

JAMES J. N E ILO N ,

Vote for OHS

MAURICE H. PEABODY, Houlton

BERTRAND G. MoINTIRE, Norway

Vote for OWE

POB STATE AUDITOR

FO B SHERIFF

FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER

Vote for ONE

Riddeford

P O B BEPBSSSWTATXVES TO TB B ZEOZSZ.ATUBE
Tor Representative to CongTese

Vote for o n

LE O N G. C. BROW N, Milo

FOR STATE SENATORS

Vote for THREE

ASA A. BISHOP, Presque Isle
HENRY' LEVESQ UE, Erenehville
SIM EON L. W H IT E , Houlton

makes fabric tires so
1 users prefer them to
pplguial tire equipment on
teir cars
So Diamond makes a cord tire to
have and hold the same place of
preference in the cord tire class

POR COUNTY ATTORNEY

Vote for ONE

RALPH K. WOOD, Presque Isle

FOR JUDGE OF PROBATE

Vote for OWE

CHARLES CARROLL, Houlton

FOB BEOZSTEB OF PBOBATS

Tote for OWE

JAMES M. PIERCE, Houlton
FRED W. MOOERS, New Limerick
ORMAN L. KEYES, Caribou
ERNEST E. HOLT, Fort Fairfield
ARTHUR A. GREENE, Presque Isle
DURA STANCHFIELD, Easton
GEORGE V. HAMMOND, Van Buren
W ILLIA M J. AUDIBERT, Fort Kent
MICHAEL C. BURNS, Eagle Lake
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CHURCH SERVICES
Free Baptist
Rev. Mr. Jealriiie, Pastor.
M em ing sorrico at 10.30 A. M‘.
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
Yoons People's meeting 6.00 P. M.
Evening service at 7.00 P. M.
Special music by choir.
Choir practice Monday nights.
an are cordially invited to come and
hear the Rev. Mr. Jenkins.
Tuesday night church prayer and
praise Service.
Church of the Good 8hepherd
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector
Sunday Services
Holy Communion at 8 a. m.
Also on the first Sunday in the
month at 10.30
Morning Prayer and Sermon at 10.30
Evening Prayer and Sermon at 7
Sunday School at noon
First Baptist
Court S t
Rev. Henry C. Speed, pastor10.36 m o n in s worship with sermon.
12.00 Bible School with classes tor
men and women.
4 P. M. Junior Christian Endeavor.
7.^0 gospel eons service and sermon.

Eskimos crouching behind the rail to
throw their harpoons. They vigor
ously shook their heads and said “ Id-li,
Id-li" ( “ You, You’’ ), which evidently
meant for us to shoot.
Two of the huge beasts were now
fully awake, with their heads high in
the air.
“ Take the one to the left,’’ Iwhispered to Borup, while I took careful
aim at the one at the edgt of the pan
on the right.
A t the double report both dropt
their heads.
“ Got him !” Borup yelled and swung
for another, wriggling toward the
water.
W ith automatic action and plenty of
clips on the for’ard thwart, we were
able to sweep the pan. A fter such a
stream of bullets something should
have been dead, but to our complete
surpize one walrus after another roll
ed over and fell into the water with a
tremendous splash until not a single
one was left.
“What do you think of that?” Borup
exclaimed.

Our chagrin was short-lived, how
ever. The words were hardly out of
Borup’s mouth when up popped long,
white tusks, and red-eyed, bewhisker8.00 Afterineeting.
ed heads all around us! The wounded
Tuesday evening at 7.30 mid-week
from the pan had communicated with
prayer service.
their fathers, mothers, brothers and
Choir rehearsal each Tuosday even
sisters feeding on the bottom that
ing at the close of the regular prayer
they were in need if help, and here
meeting.
they were. Great Heavens— What a
First Congregational
mob!
Enraged clean through and

point of “ turning a little blu.”

As he

relates the adventure:
In front ol our tent at Sulwuddy a
large herd appeared and began to feed
at the bottom, coming up in the same

PAGE FIVE

U. S. AND ALLIES
SETTLE CLAIMS
Claims

made

against

ihe

United

The American farmer suffers most
States by the associated and allied of all because his surplus must either
powers and their nationals finally were be sold abroad or depress prices at
settled for $893,716,093, while the sur home. If we can give credit to for
eign buyers of produce, exchange will
plus war materials and stocks of the
rise and produce prices improve.
American forces overseas were dis- “ Unless we can solve this problem we
posed of for $822,923,235, the war de-, shall have a glut of our export staples
partment liquidation commission says j at home, and at the same time Europe
in its final report submitted to Secre-1
8^arvinSMr. Hoover also
tary Baker
! says 8UC^ credits should be based up! on prices fair to our farmers.
Settlements were summarized as i

spot every few minutes for air. We
launched our kaiaks and slowly paddied off, in the meantime studying
their actions, looking for “ browns,” belived by the natives to be the most
dangerous, for large males and for
mothers with young. W e lay upon
our paddles and watched them for
some time, I it so massed was their
formation that no opportunity pre
sented itself to sever any individual follows: With France, $748,392,004;
from the herd. A fter a long wait I
With Great Britain. $112,996,912; with
discovered that one young bull had ap
peared twice in exactly the same spot, Belguim, $2,279,827; with Italy, $12isolated by possibly ten yard. This 620,173; with Individuals, $17,427,177.
was my opportunity. I paddled a short
France Largest Single Buyers
j
distance to the westward so that I
| Sales were listed as follows: Bulk |
could approach him from the rear. As
luck would have it, he soon appeared |sales of war supplies to France, $400.headed from me. the fulness of his j 000,000; other sales including those of j
back and sides preventing him from France, Belguim, Poland Czechosloseeing what was going on behind. I ; vakia, Serbia, and other liberated na-:
immediately started the kaiak direct
I tions of the near east, $412,923,225.
ly toward him, endeavoring to gather
J
enough speed to carry me well by and j “ The settletment of the mutual
to the left I had thrown my harpoon, j[ claims between the war department

Inexperienced and a bit nervous, I j and the nations associated with us in !
ceased paddling too soon, and, in addi- j the war” says the report “ have for the '
tion to this, I fumbled my harpoon in i most part taken the form of a series :
trying to grasp it right at the ivory
of contracts for adjustments. Where- j
button which fits between the fiingers
ever
possible, controversies were com-1
of the right hand. Before I could re -;
gain it and raise it for the throw, my posed, mutual accounts stated and a I
kaiak had glided up alongside of the balance struck, so that by this set-off j
Rev. A. M. Thompson, pastor.
saying so!
walrus—
so near, in fact, that I might process cash payments were reduced !
Morning service at 10.30.
“ Gee!
They’re com ing!”
Borup have placed my hand upon his back!
to a minimum.”
8unday school at 12 o'clock. Bible
shouted and reached for his cartridgeBesides the $823,000.00 worth of war
I had made a bugling job of the
classes for men and women.
box. Pandemonium doesn’t begin to
Young Peoples meeting at 6.16 p. m.
whole thing, and in the presence of supplies sold abroad, the commission ;
express what followed— a raucous bat
my Eskimos felt ashamed, chagrined, says $672,000.00 worth was returned to
Evening service at 7 p. m.
tle-cry from at least forty throats, the
Prayer meeting Tuesday evening at
angry, and everything else. Fortun the United States. “ Of the total sales
ugly faces constantly breaking water,
ately the walrus had his head low in made abroad, $108,700,000 were sub-!
7.30.
the roar of the two rifles, the terrify
the water and did not immediately de ject to cash on delivery, the balance
Methodist Episcopal
ing yells of the natives, the pounding
being paid for in five per cent bonds
Com er School and Military Streets. of the rails with oars, the throwing of tect me. The bow of my kaiak was alSready forging past his head, and I maturing in from two to ten years.”
Rev. Thomas Whiteside, Pastor.
the harpoons and lances, the tangle of
“ The United States.” the report adds
10.30 a. m Public Worship with sermon rawhide lines, floats and drags in the ji knew what would happen as soon as
“
has
been relieved of the trouble
12.00 m. Sunday School with Organ
; he saw it. It was too late to attempt
bottom of the boat!
If blood ever
ised and Graded Classes for all.
j a getaway, as the slightest movement breeding task and of the enormous
tingles, it tingled then! On big fellow ■
2.30 p. m. Junior League Meeting.
overhead expense of disposing at re
3/06 p. m. Preparatory Members Class. even came up under the barrel of my I of my paddle would be heard. What
tail
of the irregular, unbalanced and
6.15 p. m. Young Peoples’ meeting rifle and hooked his tusks over the ji was I to do? Only one thing— strike!
rapidly
deteriorating stock over 3000
under the auspices of the Epworth
j This I did with all my strength, using
rail! Fortunately, none of the others J
miles
from
home. The settlement of
League.
j the harpoon as one would use a dag7.00 p. m. Praise and Preaching service possest equal courage else there might j
claims has eliminated countless oppor
!
ger.
There
was
a
roar
followed
by
a
with
vested
chorus
choir
have been a repetition of the Spitzber- j
General prayer meeting at 7.30 every gen accident, when the boat was cap-1|dash of water and a flash of white tunities for annoying controversies, ■
Tuesday evening.
j tusks; all so uncomfortably near that creating many sources of bitterness
zied and all in it were killed .
j
Christian 8olsnes
j I felt like crawling into my hole in the . between us and people of the allies.”
Almost uncanny was the abruptness
Sunday Service
at Presbyterian j
‘ kaiak and yellin gas the little boy did, |
Church, 11 A. M.
I with which the whole thing ceased. “ Oh, mister, it wasn’t m e !”
FIR ST CH UR CH OF H O U LT O N
j Was it possible that they hkd gone or
Why he didn’t kill I do not know.
was this the lull which generally pre
Unitarian
Needless to state, I didn’t remain to | The “ fall in exchange” means that
cedes a squall? W e looked into the
Military Street at Kelleran
argue the matter with him for any foreign money buys little here, while
blood-stained water and listened, but
Preaching Service regularly every
length of time. Twice the right end American money buys much over there
there was not a sign or sound! Un
alternate Sunday at 10:30 a. m.
of my paddle struck his body in my e f explains Farm and Home. This stim -1
doubtedly the leaders had been killed
In March on the 7th and 21st.
forts to get a grip on the water. With ulates imports into the United States.
and the others lacked courage to lead
Sunday School every Sunday at 12:00
a plunge, he disappeared. A glance It also offers a correspondingly big in
another attack. Two, badly wounded
Dwight F. Mowery, Minister
over my shoulder revealed my seal-; ducement to Europeans to produce
were swimming in small circles. Four
114 Court Street
Tel. 186-W
skin float, now half submerged, going the food and manufactures they other
were dead and supported by the seal
rapidly off shore. I knew that the wise would buy largely fro mthe Unitskin floats.
iron was fast and that the young bull
W e waved our canvas hats to Cap- j
was ours.
tain Bartlett standing upon the bridge j
Dr. Hunt, our surgeon, (formerly of
of the steamship Roosevelt, and he '
Island Falls, Maine) ran for the flatwas soo minder way to help us with j
j bottomed punt and within a few min
Four or five walrus were asleep on our catch.
utes was in pursuit of the float, which
a pan of ice, so the Eskimo paddled
One year later Borup and Murphy !
he grasped and fastened to the seat.
hit kaiak softly.
Approaching from had the experience of having a large |
With every reappearance of the head
leeward to keep them from scenting bull walrus crash up through the bot-'
■and rounded hack, crack would rc- A c h e s , pains, nervousn ess, diffi
him, he reached the right edge of the tom of the boat!
They crammed a
j sound the Winchester .33 special, plow- c u lty in u rin a t in g , often m ean
ice, and turned left, increasing his coat into the hole and pulled for the
i ing a furrow at nearly every shot. se rio u s disorders. T h e w o r ld ’s
speed to add force and momentum to nearest ice-pan.
That is exciting
|With the help of Ee-say-oo the walrus •ta n d a rd rem ed y fo r kidney, liver,
his blow. When close to the walrus, enough for the most adventurous! Yet
I was finally killed and towed to the b la d d e r and uric acid trou bles—
he grabbed his harpoon from the deck, such an attack is a very rare accur! shore.
drew it far back over his right shoul rence. In general, walrus, when on
der and sent it with all his might into the pan, are wary; at the first sound
the back of the nearest walrus. The or smell of a boat and its occupants
battle was on. Quick as a flash he they are away at a speed of about sev
CAPSULES
sized his paddle again as the black en miles an hour, which is faster than
b r i n g quick ralia f an d often w a r d off
mass of flesh jumped convulsively and a good crew can row for any consider
F A IR Y F O O T will instantly re
d e a d ly diseases. K n o w n a s the national
rolled towaref him. He hoped to avoid able distance. This uncertainty as to
lieve the pain and check further
r e m e d y o f H o lla n d fo r m o re than 200
growth of bunions, reduces the
the Impending splash and the possible |j UBt what the walrus will do makes the
y ears.
A ll d ru g g ists, in three sires,
joint to normal size, takes out
inflammation. N o ugly pad* or
l e o k for the name Gold Medal on every hex
capsizing of his kaiak. To the horror j hunt exciting.

DROP IN EXCHANGE
FELT BY FARMERS

HUNTING THE SEA
MONSTERS WITH THE
ARTIC ESKIMOS

ed States. Hence, the fall in exchange
is bad for both sides, but worse for the
United States.

Instant Relief for
Bunion Sufferers
bulk in shoe.

Comfortable and

effective. W e G U A R A N T E E it
of the onlooker, Donald MacMillan,
On another occasion Mr. MacMillan
won’t coat yon o m cent i f you
the explorer, who tells the story in came near sharing the fate of the oy
not sstiaflad.
*•
The Open Road (Boston), the Eski sters on the historic excursion of the
F R E N C H & SON, Cor. Court &
mo’s paddle snapt in his hands. “He Walrus and the Carpenter, even to the
Main Strs.
g e n !” thought the explorer to himsefl
But In another instant there was
Oo-bloo-yah dashing out of danger,
vigorously plying one of the broken
ends. “The drag and sealskin float
were jerked from his deck and went
mo te s tifie s M r . J . r . A R E N D T ,
hounding away over the surface. I
B o x 44, Rmmllg, Texas
knew by this sign that the harpoon had
reached its mark and that he had
won.” Of his own introduction to this
dangerous sport, the writer says:
I shall never forget my first en
counter with walrus— it left with me a
very healthy respect for this formid
able-looking brute. A s assistants to
Admiral Peary on that memorable and
successful polar trip, each of us, when
w e arrived at W hale Sound, was plac
ed In charge of a whale-boat and an
Bri^lmo crew. A herd of walrus was
lighted, asleep on a pan of ice, and I
w aa called upon to make the attack.
Lacupia and can easily say it
W ith Borup and Bo’s’n Murphy as as
sistants and a good crew of harpooners and oarsmen, I headed for the herd
Suite unsuspecting and almost entire
ly Ignorant as to the proper procedure.
W e knew enough, however, to caution
the Eskimo# not to talk, to muffle their
oars, and to pull with short strokes.
W hen we came within one hundred
The evidence of one man like Mr. Arendt is more convincing proof
:o you of the merits of Pe-ru-na than any written words of ours. For
yards of the herd I whispered to Mur
lifty years Pe-ru-na has been the standby of the American iamily for
phy to take the steering oar, while I
diseases due to catarrhal inflammation of the mucous membranes lin in g
crept tor’ard with my .361 automatic
the organs of the body. Thousands, like Mr. Arendt, have proved the
Winchester and crouched in the bow
effectiveness of Pe-ru-na for coughs, colds, nasal catarrh, stomach, bowel
and liver.disorders or any disease characterized by a catarrhal condition.
beside Borup, who was clutching his
If your suffering is the result of a catarrhal disorder try Pc-ru-na. It
powerful Mauaer. U p to this time the
is a true, tried medicine.
black mass of flesh before us had not
moved. All were sound asleep in the
warm summer sun with bellies filled
Nlnaty-tavan per oant. of the people have eotarrh In some form.
with newly dug clams. Finally, one
L
big bull slowly lifted his head with its j
massive tusks an dclamly surveyed the
approaching boat. W e expected him
to give the alarm to his sleeping famlty and be off; but no, with a don'tbother-me look upon his face, he dropt
No Fussing— No Bad Taste. Be Sure to Call for
his head for another nap. 1 confess
that this was a hit of a shock to our
GOLDEN
courage. “It that’s the w ay he feels
HEADACHE
about it, perhaps we are near enough,”
1 thought to myself. However, we con
Take no others
Ballard’s Golden Oil Co.
tinued sculling until we were within
Free Samples by Mail
a few feet of the slipping bodies so
Old Town, Maine
In fact that I motioned to the

“RESULTS MORE THAN CLAIMED”

P E - R U N A

THE REMEDY FOR EVERYDAY ILLS

“I have used Pe-ru-na for
years in cases of colds and
catarrh. The results have been
good, in fact, more than you
claimed. Have also taken
is one of the best blood puri
fiers I have ever used.”
Mr. J. F. Arendt

Tablets or Liquid

IPs a Tablet—NOT a PoWder

BALLARD

TOUTS

I
I

is the choice of tens of thou
sands because it gives tone
ie *
•
to the whole system and
restores strength.

■*1

MAKE SCOTT’S YOUR CHOICE!

■ 3

^ S c o tt & Bowne, pioomficld. N. J 20-13

IM^JJ I

Ask for these
packages at
your neighborhood
dealer's.

F. L. JONES CO.

PIC-NIC

SODA BREAD
71.73 P I C K M '10
mainet
banoob

(4*0)

These Crackers are Hard to keep
in the House.
They are so good, so totally different
E veryb o dy L ik es Them
W e w ill a p p re c ia te
if y o u w ill s e n d h is
n am e if y o u r d e a le r
sh o u ld not h a p p e n
to

have

JO N E S^>

C rack ers.

F. L . Jonea Co.,
Bangor, Me.
Cracker Bakers
/ 00 yean.

Grandmother Was a Bit Old-Fashioned
— But Oh! How She Could Cook!
B a Ued
G r a n d m a 's
u

T k e fa m ily can never forget
her delicious cakes, light, flu «y
biscuits end that famous shortcake!
H e r reeipes were given her by her
mother who always used

Stickney € 3 Poor’s

Cream»f Tartar
Guaranteed to Test 99ioo% Pure

Uniformly reliable, p u r e and whole
some. T he ideal leavener then, the
ideal leavener now.
A Sim ple S u m m er D r in k
Y o u ’ll L ik e

B a y a p a c k a g e tod ay fro m y o u r g r o c t r .

Put an even teaspoonful
of S. <fc P. Cream of T a r 
tar in a irlass of cold
water. Add a little lem
on Juice, then sweeten
to taste. Stir. A de
lightful beverapre.
You
can make it often this
summer— it ts so simple
to prepare.

Stickney & Poor Spice Co.
BOSTON

H A L IF A X

and accapt no imitation

Unless you are particular in your choice,
you are not likely to get the best. If w e
were not so particular about the w heat
w e buy for

William Tell
Flour

For Catarrh and Catarrhal Condltlona

Sold Everywhere

Scott’s Emulsion

ONE FOUND

SLOW
DEATH
COLD MEDAL

f*A Right Choice)
I Nearly everyone arrives at a I
S point where there is need for I
a tonic-restorative.

we could not give you the quality for which this flour is famous.
Our big mill is located rgiht in the heart of the richest wheat
growing section of the country.
There is so much wheat from which to choose that we can and
do select only the very best as good enough for William Tell.
By being equally particular in every manufacturing detail, we
know that William Tell is fine and clean and pure.

If you are particular about your baking,
just tell your grocer— W ILLIAM TELL
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ITCH!
question
fails in the
ECZEMA,
I T T E R or
diseases,
our risk.

L E IG H T O N
N O T IC E

TO

&

FEELEY

CONTRACTORS

State Highway Construction

EDMUND W. G RAN T

ANNOUNCEMENT
Houlton, Maine.
Dear Mr. Voter: —

to give an honest. Impartial enforce
ment of the law, without fear or favot
to anyon, always having the interests
of its citizens at heart.
A firm believer in the future Ardostook County, I Wish to do everything
to further its interests and perpetuate
its fair name.
May I have your vote at your Town
Hall. Monday June 21st? Polls open
at 12.00 o’clock noon and remain open
until 9.00 p. m.
Your very truly.

On Monday. June 21st, we shall
nominate our County Officers for the
next ensuing terms and at that time
my name will come before you as a
candidate for Sheriff.
I have had
nearly fourteen years experience as
Deputy and Jailer, and as I am a na
tive of this county I am well acquaint
ed with all Its needs.
If nominated
and elected my one ambition will be (Adv.)

WAS ON VERGE OF GIVING UP
Manehsstsr it Now Rejoicing Over
Wonderful Improvements A fte r
Taking Tanlac
*‘1 am so happy to think how per
fectly my health is being restored that
I just want to tell everybody about
Tanlac,” said Mrs.

Regina

Lavalee,

.w ho resides at 641 Elm Street. Man
chester, N. II. recently.

Doubt the

Evidence

This Houlton citizen testified long
ago.
Told of quick relief of undoubted
benefit.
The facts are now confirmed
Such testimony is complete the
evidence conclusive.
It forms convincing proof of merit.

as Doan s Kidney Pills.

1 would bloat badly, and I

also

great difficulty in breathing.

CL AS SI F I E D
Osgood's.

”1 had tried several different medi
cines without any of them doing me
any good and I kept getting worse instead of better and had become very

i If

D sfldsnt Vitality a Great Misfortune
Persons that can rarely or never say
that they feel full of life, are really
among the most unfortunate. They do
not live, but merely exist; for to live
implies more than to be. To live is to
w ell and strong— to arise feeling equal
to the ordinary duties of the day, and
to retire not overcome by them— to
feel life bounding In the veins.
A medicine that haa made thousands
of people, men and women, well and
strong, has accomplished a great
work, bestowing the richest blessings.
Such a medicine is Hood’s Sarsapar
illa. The weak, run-down, or debilita
ted, from any cause .should not fall to
take It. It builds up the whole sys
tem, changes existence Into life, and
makes life more abounding. It is sim
ple Justice to say these words In its
favor.
Hood’s Pills very effectively supple• e a t It ta cases where a cathartic or
Jamttlve la needed.

Teeth

at

Four weeks old pigs for sale.

Apply

to Jas. H. Woods. Tel. 114 22.
Buy Osgood’s Hand

Made

22 1

Wedding

Rings and get what you pay for.
Four Repair men at Osgod’s are busy

every minute. Then1 is a reason
Wanted a girl for

General

Kitchen

work. Apply to Matron Aroostook
Hospital.

at Davidson. Good wages and stead %
work. Inquire at office of Summit
Lumber Co., Houlton or write :o
above company at Davidson.
if

on street S rods
Le wis Dalton.

dee]).

Apply

to
tf

Two Furnished Rooms to let, equipped

Inquire at
22tf

cle supplies and we also guarantee
The only place
this side of Portland that repairs
single tube tin's.
Houlton Steam
Vulcanizing Company, Phone 361-M.
our bicycle tires.

W anted— Men
Found Saturday morning 7 loose keys

which owner may have by identify
ing and paying for this ad. Cal! at
Times Office1.

20th A n n u a l O p e n i n g

Women

for

A t

For Sale One Black Mare 1050 to 1100
lbs. Also some1 young pigs for deli The annual meeting of the Aroostook
very after June S. Apply to 11. B.
County Patrons Mutual Fire Insur
(Tawtonl. Tolejdione 521-:’.
222
ance Company for the election of
Officers and Directors will he held
If yru are looking for a bargain in secat tin1 Municipal Hall, Presque Isle,
or d hand tires andtuhes call and see
Maine, Tuesday June, 15 1920, at
what we art* offering. Houlton Vul
10.20 o’clock a. m.
222
canizing Company. Phone 261-M.

of Crescent Park, W e d 
nesday evening, June 16,
1920.

and

tendants, pupil nurses, and other
positions, at Bangor State Hospital
Bangor, Maine.
Permanent post
tions. Good pay. Apply to the Super
intendent.
819

Music for D anc-

Wanted

in g b y B r y s o n s F u l l
is?!*

Orchestra

Wanted denier-: t i supply me with po
intin',-; for potato chips and for other
pi rposes Want good dry ones and
si ipped good ;r:d sound only. Send
prices and terms, in first response.
.1. A.
2h‘> High St.. East
Dedham. Mass.
52.’,

Protestant

Woman

between

40 and 45 years old for general
housework in family of two. all mod
ern conveniences including washing
machine.
Must he a good plain
cook and make good bread. Wages
$10.00 a week. No. 963 Washington
St., Canton. Mass.
:p

^w vw u vvvw ^v

Five years later> Mrs

small aaj(i ;

^MOHAWK i i r e s

work during the past few years, when

60c at all deaiers. Foster-Milburn
Mfrs. Buffalo N, Y.

Co

*

©
©

T h e P u b l i c is I n v

REPUBUCAN CANDIDATE
FOR SHERIFF
On the tewenty-brst day of next
month the voters must choose a can
didate from many to be voted for to
fill the office of sheriff the next two
yenrs.
Mr. Weed is widely known, has been
prominent in the business affairs of
the county, he has always been an ef-

$

Gy

$

€J Equip your car with Mohawks and forget your
troubles, Complete line of Accessories. IJHave
your old tires repaired—First class wors—Prices
right. flWe call for and deliver your work free

Houlton Steam Vulcanizing Co.
Poone 361-M

Beauty Toilets
Money Saved

rouch discouraged, but as I had seen
so many statements in the newspapers
of the benefit others were receiving
from Tanlac I decided to give it a
trial, and while I have taken only four
bottles so far I am in better health
than I have been in years.
I have
gained nine pounds in weight and am
gaining every day, my appetite has
improved wonderfully and I can eat
anything I want and everything agrees
with me perfectly, I am not troubled
with my kidneys any more and sleep
peacefully, as a child every night. I
have regained my strength so I can
do all my own housework with very
little worry. I am going to continue
taking Tanlac as I get better and bet
ter with every bottle I take and am
certain I will soon be in perfect
health.”
Tanlac is sold in Houlton by Munro’s
W est End Drug Store. Island Fails by
S. R Crabtree, Fort Kent by Stanley
Bnrrlll. Littleton, L. F. Hall, Smyrna
Mills, Clyde C. Brown.
(Adv.)

Elks

For Sale lot on Spring street 5 rods Bicycles: . We carry all kinds of Bicy

and made it almost impossible for me ever 1 have U8ed them for signs of
to get any sleep, and in the morning I Sidney weakness.
I hold Doan s in
would always be completely tired out
same high esteem as I did when I
and actually worse than when I went
en^orsed them,
to bed. I lost so much weight and became so weak it was with the greatest
effort I manged to do my housewor'.;,
as I Just had to drag myself around
and after the least little exertion I
would be completely exhausted and
barely able to .stand on my feht. I
fact, I was so completely worn out and
run down I had about come to the con
clusion I would have to give up entire
ly.

Mounted

Osgood's and save $10.00 each

Girls W anted for clothes pin factory

ADS

Auto Goggles and Driving Glasses at

to my troubles a year ago my kidneys "Doan’s Kidney Pills have done fine
began to bother me, something awful,

Buy Hand

CONTINUED CONFIDENCE

had

To add

C L A S S I F I E D ADS

Sealed proposals addressed to the
State Highway Commission. Augusta. For Sale a 7 room house in one of the
most desirable localities in town. 1"
Coupons for typewriters ribbons may
Maine, for building two sections of
minutes walk to square, both lights
be exchanged at the TIM ES office
state highway, in the towns of Nor
and furnace1, house well finished.
for any machine.
way and Paris 2.26 miles of Cement
For particulars apply to Mrs. John
Concrete and in the town of Littleton
W anted— A young girl to help with
A. Stewart, 1 Park St.
22".
6.08 miles of Gravel surface, each en
care of 2 small children. Apply at
dorsed with the name of the Town, ,
-----—
------------------office TIMES Pub. Co.
will he received by the Commission at |For Sale Ten Room House in Best Loits office in the State House, Augusta.
eality in town can he used for 2
Vote for Theodore J. Fox fo r Sheriff
Maine, until Wednesday. June 23, 1920
families, hard wood floor in every
at the Republican primiaries June
For
Sale—
Farm
Over
100
Acres
Best
I
at 11 o’clock, (daylight saving time)
room, nice hat it room, hot and cold
fertile soil only 4 miles from city j 21. 1920. Try a business man.
and at that time and place publicly
water, electric lights, good base
with all shipping points, potato
opened and read. The work will con
ment. also barn and lien house room
houses etc. 75 acres smooth rolling Beginning June 1st, Osgood’s Jewelry
sist of grading, drainage and surfac
for 200; 2 cars on barn floor and '!
fields can grow any crops, cut 70 ; Store will remain open evenings
stalls in basement.
One acre of
ing.
to accommodate1 those who work
tons first class hay last year. 100
ground. For particulars Phone 261Each proposal must be made upon a
during daytime*.
trees
fall
and
winter
fruit
Nod11.
124tf
blank form provided by the Commis
head.
Spy,
etc.
Good
House
of
nine
<
sion, for copy of which one dollar will
finished rooms blinded, lawn, maple Subscriptions for any Magazine or
be required, and must he accompanied 80 Acres for $1800, Only Three Miles
!
shade.
Two minutes walk to church ! Newspaper may he left at the
by a certified check for 10% of the
to village .stores churches, mail de
store, post office and Grange hall, j TIM ES Office, where the lowest
amount hid payable to the Treasurer
livered and near neighbors; level
price can be obtained.
Electrics if desired telephone con
of State of Maine. The certified check
machine worked fields, cutting 25
nection.
Never
failing
well
of
water
will be returned to the unsuccessful
tons hay. spring and brook watered
piped into house and stable. House, A valued subscriber says “ Every
bidder unless forfeited under the con
pasture for 10 head stock; dairy
summer kitchen, milk room, wood 1 time that I have used these columns
ditions stipulated.
I
products taken at door: wood lot on
for selling articles, they have been
shed, carriage house, and stable all
A surety bond satisfactory to the : place has large quantity both hard
successful.” Try them.
collected. Two hay barns, tieup for
and soft besides timber. Fruit con
Commission, of not less .than oneten heads, tool house, corn hopse,
fourth nor more than one-lmlf of tin1j sists of apples, grapes, currants and
ice house, work shop and garage, i T y p e w rite r Ribbons fo r all machine*
amount of the contract, will he requir- i gooseberries: one and one half story
as well as Carbon Paper made by
plenty wood and lumber for home
ed. Plans may be examined and copy J eight room cottage house, cellar with
W ebster—There’s none better Cal'
use, spring brook watered pasture.
of specifications and contract may he
outside entrance, paint in good con
or send to TIMES O'fflce.
Reason for selling, city business un
dition, fine view; 10 cow barn, sheep
obtained at the office of the Commis
able to care for farm. All tools and
shed and poultry house.
Owner
sion, Augusta, Maine.
crops go with the farm. For quick Merchants and Professional men do not
wishing to retire will sell for $1800
The right is reserved to reject any
have to buy coupon books for type
sale will include two horses, two
or all proposals.
j part cash and will include horse,
writer ribbons. Buy your ribbons at
cows, carriage, express jigger and
cow, hens, mowing machine, horse
the TIM ES office as you need them
W ILLIA M M. AYER.
hay rack, sleigh, sled U. S. .Separa
rake, cultivator, harness, wagon, all tor, sewing machine, beds, straws, ten
Chairman
W indow Signs, Automobile initials,
small tools and five acres of planted
P H IL IP J. DEERING
cords of dry hard wood fitted, all
trunk and traveling bags lettered,
crops.
MIGHT * SW AIN FARM
F R A N K A. PEABODY
this goes for $8000 part cash if de
promptly and neatly done. Apply
AGENCY, Skowhegan. Maine
12ip
State Highway Commisson
sired. F. S. DUDLEY, Fairfield ('en 
to B. C. Roberts. Dream Theatre.
PA U L D. SARGENT,
ter, Maine. Tel. 46-24 Fairfield.
20t f
124
Chief Engineer. 180 Acres, Horses, Cows, Tools and
Dated at Augusta, Me., June 12. 1920
Crops included $5500. In one of our

Houlton Readers Can No Longer

down would sour, gas would form and

1 had scarcely any appetite to speak

Square 8 room house, large shed,
stable, 3 acres of land, good orchard,
Apply to MRS. M. A. ADAIR. Tele
phone 315-25.
:i2:!p

DOUBLY PROVEN

of and the little I did manage to force

a badly rundown and weak condition.

For Sale on Foxcroft road 1 mile from

best farming town*, on improved
road, easy drive to -ity of 14.000; 1
mile to railroad and manufacturing
town, two canning factories, cream
ery, largest potatoes houses in Som
erset County: one quarter mile to
school; 75 acres machine worked
fields soil dark loam, catting large
amount hay, pastures 12 cows, cream
taken at door; wood lot estiina cd
to cut 500 cords besides quantities
of timber; lL j story eight room
house, water in house, piazza, tele
phone if desired; cool shade, good
view; <lapboarded and painted barn
40x50, til's 12 head: silo, lnm h o u s e ,
tool house; all buildings in good re
pair: owner a widow, will include
two good horses, eight cows, two
hogs, all farming tools and machin
ery, wagons, sleds, single and dou
ble harness and 12 acres of crops
for $5500 part cash.
MIG IFF ,VLS W A IN FARM AGENCY. Skowhegun, Maine.
124p

for light housekeeping.
ltt Kelleran street.

Mrs. M. H. Small, 9 Smyrna St.,
says: “ I have used Doan’s Kidney
Pills off and on for the last three
years, whenever I have felt that I
needed a knidney remedy. I have never used anything that helped as much

“Five years ago I began to get In

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Edmund \V. Grant.

Continuing,

she said.

The good roads between Moulton
and New Brunswick were taken ad
vantage of by many people from that
section, who visited Moulton by unto
on Saturday.

Rear Thomas’ Barber Shop

*

Willys

Anything and everything that could
he wanted to luxuriate home bathing,
with additional toilet needs in varie
ty, of strictly high-class quality and
all goods sold at prices that actually
save you money,
Give us more of
vour bath and toilet need orders, and
we’ll give yon more of tin* pleasure
these goods afford.

You ’ll Want to Buy
Just for Satisfaction
John R. Weed of Monticello

ficient worker for the interests of his
party, and he believes that if the vot
ers are satisfied with his qualifications
he is justified in asking for their votes.
He has had experience for more than
twenty years as a Trial Justice and
knows what the laws are he will be
commissioned to enforce.
He has held offices of trust and has
proved worthy; a notable case being
his experience as representative In
1889, when he was largely instrument
al In preventing the sale of the Coun
ty holdings in the B. &. A. Railroad
bonds, and in convincing the Railroad
that it should promptly continue its
road northward.
During the days of the draft, in the
W orld W ar, Mr. Weed was a member
of the Exemption Board, and gave of
his time and efforts without stint.
He will enforce the laws. He asks
for votes on June twenty-first at the
Primaries, and he is entitled to the
nomination.— Adv.

JUST SOAPS

YOUR TEETH

Toilet, hath, medicinal, baby,
hair, surgical and liquid. All
kinds of soaps and they’re all
here now.

Tooth powders, tooth brushes,
tooth paste and mouth washes.
Berfect equipments.

TALCUM

Wash Cloths, Turkish and bath
towels. Fine goods and at the
fairest prices.

Talcums for all toilet purposes
before and after the bath— in
doors or out. Special face pow
ders and some for baby and tan
protection.

COLD CREAM
Toilet cream is the most com
plete toilet application. Takes
the place of a dozen other
things. Ours is the best.

TOWELS

SPONGES
Big bath sponges with big capa
city.
Wonderful additions to
the tub equipment. Get along
without them? Certainly not!

5

H E Lighting Plant with
the famous Knight Sleeve
Valve Motor. tJLa r g e r
capacity, better wearing
qualities. (]| Investigate
beforetbuying. CJSend for
descriptive matter.
A. M. Stackpole, Jr.

Munro’s W est End D rug
Store =======

Representing Aroostook County
Bridgewater, Maine

f
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Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Rollins spent Sun
day with relatives in Haynesville.
j

SALE OF FANCY STOCK

welcome for the churches, Thos. P
Packard for the schools-and Hon. C.
Geo. H. Benn has sold his fine herd
Dr. H. B. F. Jervis returned Satur- j
j P. Barnes for the citizens. The reof Guernsey cattle to the Poland Stock
day from a weeks visit in Boston j
; spouse was given by Mrs. Esther Gil
Farm in the southern part of the state
man Hughes who as usual charmed her
where he had business.
j at a fancy price.
A religious organization is holding; He also sold a two year old Pereher- hearers by her winning manner and
Bishop Walsh of Portland was in a series of tent meetings on Weeks ,
bright words.
Subscribers should bear in
on colt to the same parties.
town
last
week
the
guest
of
Rev.
P.
Reports from nearly all unions
street for a few weeks.
|
.mind that all subscriptions are
showed
excellent work done the past
M. Silke.
Mr. J. G. Dyer of Camden, a former j
payable in advance and the pa
year.
A daughter arrived at the home of principal of R. C. I. was Sunday guest
p e r will be discontinued at ex
Children’s Hour in charge of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Chadwick on Sun-1 of Mr. Horace Bither and family.
p ira tio n . Notice of such expira
Speed and Mrs. Whiteside was greatly
Frank Powers the well known
day evening.
Miss Claire Browne arrived home
enjoyed An interesting feature of
tion will be sent out the First of
horseman
from Halifax. N. S.. has
from
Boston
to
spend
her
vacation
Hand and Harrington have recently
this hour was making life members of
*each month .
been engaged as starting judge for the
sold to O. M. Smith and Joe Bernstein with her sister Mrs. P. L. Rideout.
the W C. T. U. four little girls, Mary
Houlton
Fair
races.
He
will
also
give
Mrs. Mary Matthews who was form
Commencing Saturday, May 15, 1920 Studebaker cars.
Fairbanks and three little daughter of
erly Miss Kennedy of Oldtown is the the word at Woodstock, N. B„ Freder Mrs. ( ’. B. Benn, Dexa, Alice and Ger
-the T l M l S office will eloee at noon
Harold F. Scott of the Times Pub
icton, N. B. and at Charlestown, P. E.
aldine.
.every Saturday during May, June, lishing Co. Force spent Saturday and guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Adams.
I.
Do not forget the Primaries next
.duly and August, In accordance with Sunday at his home in Oldtown.
The speaker of the convention was
It is understood that he may be se
Monday June 21 when all the County
t in usual custom of Banks and County
Miss Astrea Nickerson who delighted
cured for the races at the Northern
Mrs. Chas. P. Barnes returned Mon
and State officers will be nominated.
the audience by her originally and in
offices.
Maine Fair.
day from Norway where she was call
teresting lecture. Miss Nickerson is
Mr. and Mrs. Manley McPhea of
Mr. Powers is well known as one of
ed by the death of her sister Ethel
Mr. and Mrs. Harris of Patten were
W aterville are the guests of Mr. and the best starters that ever officiated a young lady of charming personality
May Fogg who died last week.
and very much interested in her work
.in town Friday on business.
Mrs. C. H. Seymour for a few weeks.
here.
Harris
McIntyre
a
student
at
the
as
state organizer for the W. C. T. U.
The E. E. Wentworth Corp. unloaded
Mrs. Roland G. Findley and family
She is a native of Maine of which she
two car loads of Overland cars Friday Institute of Technology, Boston, has left Monday for Toronto wh^re she
seems very proud.
arrived home to spend the summer va
wiii join her husband who is employed
Mr. James O'Hare of Boston is the
cation with his parents Mr. and Mrs.
Special singing in charge of Mrs.
The
many
friends
of
Miss
Valla
guest of his daguhter Mr. J. A. Dono
there.
B. B. McIntyre.
Kelso gethered in the League Rooms Hughes and Mrs. Fairbanks was en
van.
Mr. E. H. Hall of the Lindsay Hall
Howard F. Lunt, Supt. of the Buf Co., Lynn, realers in Sole Leather has of the Methodist Church, Thursday joyed throughout the convention.
Mrs. Geo. Cleary of Caribou was the
All the county officers were elected
evening to shower her with gifts in
guest of her daughter Mrs. Geo. A. falo Fertilizer factory leaves Thurs been in town a lew days the guest of
for another year. The closing num
honor
of
her
approaching
marriage.
day for A tlftnta* Georgia, where he E. W. Grant.
Monahan last week.
All parts of the home were repre ber of the convention was “ Victory”
will attend a meeting of fertilizer fac
Scott Hammond has purchased from sented in the gifts, among them tins beautifully rendered by Mrs. Hughes.
Mrs. Robt Mills returned home Sat
tory superintendents.
the Chalmers estate the Purinton for the kitchen, hand painted pictures
urday from a tour weeks visit with
Mrs. L. O. Ludwig returned from house on Winter street at a reported for the living room, cut glass, china
relatives in Massachusetts.
Mrs. McCready and her daughter Boston by auto Monday accompanied price of $6,000.
and silver for the dining room.
A very successful conference of the
Mrs. Win. J. Thibadeuu has returned
Mrs. Searway and children of Boston by Mrs. Eastman of Portland and her
The decorations were' ferns and
son
Richard
who
has
just
graduated
Unitarian
Churches of Aroostook was
ed home after a week’s visit with her lilacs. The evening was spent social
are in town visiting friends.
from the Allen Military School.
parents Mr. and Mrs. Peter P o w i s. ly, refreshments of ice cream and held at the First Church of Houlton on
Mrs. Moses Burpee who has been
wafers were served and all present Tuesday last, when delegates from
visiting her son George in New York
Monument Lodge, No. 96, F. & A. Powersville, P. I.
The Bowker Fertilizer Co. have just joined in wishing a prosperous future different churches in the county were
M. will attend church at the Church of
City returned home last week.
present.
Mrs. Geo. W . Richards left last the Good Shepherd on Sunday evening. completed the job of shingling thei • to the guest of th eevening.
week for Boston where she will visit June 20 at 7. All members are request- i warehouse near the B. & A. station.
The conference adopted a plan of
using 125M in doing the wort.
ed to meet at the Hall at 6 p. m.
organization providing for future gath
her daughter Mrs. W alter Hess.

FRANK POWERS SECURED
AS STARTING JUDGE

J

SHOWER FOR BRIDE TO BE

conference met in joint session to re
port on progress and discuss plans for
the coming year. They decided upon
recommending to the churches the
continuation of the same plan as has
been followed the past year with some
minor changes.
A delicious supper was served to
delegates and members of the local
parish at 6.00 o’clock.
At 7.00 o’clock the company adjourn
ed from the dining room to the church
where the service was carried on.
A duet by Miss Cleveland and Mrs.
Hodgins was given appropriate and
pleasing, as was the Solo from the
Elijah, rendered by Miss Cleveland.
Mr. Simons gave an address directe to American citizens in which he
emphasized the absolutely essential
place that religious loyalty must occu
py in every land whose people are not
dreadent.
He pointed out the opportunity and
motive for loyalty to the church as
the institution of religion in all its
branches and spoke of the peculiar
contribution which shoud be expected
of the Unitarian Churches because of
theid emphasis upon character.
.‘Religion is that conception of the
universe which makes for righteous
ness.

“ Righteousness exalteth a nation,
hut sin is a reproach to any people.”
Speaking of the post war outlook
and the general depression felt be
cause we seem not to have put the
high idealism of two years ago into
more concrete form and because there
seems to he rampant the selfish spir
it of personal and political ambition,
he said: “ The fact remains that the
main object of the war was won and
militarism
checked.”
erings and formulated as its purpose
The contribution of the religious in
“ to bring the Unitarians and other re
ligious liberals and to provide means stitutions of the country to its well be
ing in the present reconstruction peri
for more effective work.”
The following were named as a com od are of fundamental importance.
mittee to arrange for the call of the
next conference to he planned for an
early date in the Fail:
The scientific name of that Ameri
Mrs. E. K. Guild, Mrs. N. C. Buxton,
of Fort Fairfield; Mrs. E. I. Waddell, can spider called the tarantula is
Mr. W. Thompson of Presque Isle; cteniza Californica, and it is one of the
Mrs. G. A. Gorham and Mrs. G. B.
trapdoor spiders.
It is common in
Dunn of Houlton
New
Mexico,
Arizona
and California.
The completion of the organization
According
to
Kingsley,
this
spider digs
by the election of officers is to take
place at the fall meeting
its hole in a fine soil which when dry
The Rev. John Baltzlv of.Eastport is nearly as hard as brick.
These
conducted the devotional service in
spider holes are sometimes nearly an
the afternoon, after which there was a
period of informal discussion of the inch in diameter and cary in depth
Outlook and Opportunity of the from two to three inches to nearly a
Church to day.
foot. The mouth of the hole is enlarg
This new spirit of enterprise that ed and then closed by a thick cover
has been roused within the denomina
which fits it tightly. That cover fits
tion. as a result of the really big
into the mouth of the hole very much
things now being done by the Layman’s
league was presented by Mr. Simons. as a cork does in the neck of a bottle,

UNITARIAN CONFERENCE

CHILD WELFARE
WEEK PLANNED

Hazen Nevers of the First National
Theo. J. Fox is visiting the up coun
Ripe held strawberries are begin
ning to lihow up. A. J. Saunders pick- try tewns in the interest of his can Bank force accompanied by his wife
didacy for the nomination of sheriff left Tuesday for Portage where he will
ed a handful at the Park Saturday.
Mr. Burpee Alexander of Bear Riv for Aroostook county at the Primaries spend his two weeks vacation.
The annual Grange Picnic wi!' he
er, Nova Scotia Is visiting at the home June 21.
held
at Crescent Park, Tuesday, June
The
Salvation
Army
has
erected
a
>of Mr. and Mrs. Burpee on Court St.

29. All Grangers and their families
Miss Dorothy Mann who has been flag pole on the building which they
are
cordially invited to lie present.
occupy
on
Court
St.'
from
which
will
attending school in Boston arrived
fly the Stars and Stripes and the A r
Miss Mabel Thompson who is at
home on the morning train Saturday.
my flag.

Two Aroostook county towns have
plans underway for Child Welfare
weeks, both to be held in the same
dates, June 21 to 26.
Houlton and
Caribou have each invited the co-op
eration of the Department of Health
in their program and Dr. L. I). Bristol
the commissioner will speak at public
gatherings in both towns.
While in Aroostook County in the
interest of the child welfare weeks, he
will, on June 22. address the Aroostook
County Medical Association at Houl
ton.
A further engagement for which the
commissioner is scheduled is the grad
uation of the Eastern Maine General
Hospital in Bangor where on the after
noon of June 15. de delivered the main
address on “ Present Opportunities in
the Nursing Profession."

tending the University of Maine is at
L. F. Kelso and Howard F. Lunt re
Ralph Albert who has been in Wash home with her parents Rev. and Mrs.
turned home Thursday from a sue- j
cessful fishing trip on the East branch I inton, D. C„ acting as messenger for j A. M. Thompson for the summer vacaSenator Hale during the past year ar-1 tion.
waters.
rived
home Thursday to spend the | Mrs. C. N. Bishop and son Claud Jr.
Dr. A. N. Osgood of Rumford, Maine
summer
accompanied by his wife.
j of Washburn spent Monday with Mr.
arrived in town Friday on a short vaJ. C. Rose returned home Wednes ! and Mrs. H. E. Kimball and left Tues>cation trip and will do some fishing
day for his summer vacation arriving |day for a visit with relatives in Indiwhile here.
Mrs. H. E. Ring of Auburn arrived in company with Mr. and Mrs. Geo. A. ! ana.
In town Friday for a visit with her Gorham and Mrs. Rose who met him i Mr. J. M. Perry of North Yakima,
! Washington is the guest of his brother
parents Mr. and Mrs. John Cosseboom j in Boston making the trip by auto.
•Cleveland St.
■ Houlton Grange will hold their an- ! Robert on Highland Ave.. and will
Mrs. Joe Bernstein who recently sub I nual meeting at Crescent Park Tues- visit other relatives in the comity bemitted to an surgical operation has ! day, June 29th and the Grange Orches l fore returning home,
sufficiently recovered to be able to tra will furnish the music. All Grang i Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Fan joy acromreturn to her home.
ers are requested to bring baskets and i panied by the Misses Iva and Vera
The fortieth annual convention of
|Scott and Leon Scott returned Satur
Repairs are being made on the dishes.
the W. ( ’. T. U. whic h recently con
smoke stack of the Houlton Woolen
The management of the Temple day from a two day auto trip to the vened in Houlton was well attended
Mill Co. and a staging has been erect Theatre have arranged for the publi |northern part of the county and New
and full of interest throughout all the
They also visited rela
ed to facilitate the work.
cation of a folder program to be mail |Brunswick.
sessions. Mrs. Jennie E. Seaman,
Mrs. H. Burger of New York City ed weekly to their patrons an innova tives en route.
county president in her usual graci
B. H. Brown of the Buffalo Fertilizer
arrived here Friday for a visit with tion that is sure to meet with instant
ous manner presided over the conven
j Co. accompanied by Win Robinson
her daughter Mrs. Joe Bernstein. She favor.
tion.
! and Frank Rhoda left Sunday by auto
was accompanied by her son.
The Centennial 50 cent pieces which
The address of welcome was given
j for Rhode Island on business, after
Miss Pauline Smith returned last
have been issued by the Government
by the local president Mrs. Margaret
I which Mr. Brown will go to New York
week from the University of Maine to
w ill be on sale at the Banks In town
Pennington who in a few graceful
! and Mr. Robinson and Mr. Rhoda will
•spend the summer vacation with her
the last of the week at $1.00 each the
words heartily welcomed the conven
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred O. Smith.
: return home.
premium being used by the State to
tion to our town.
Elmer Gerow who has been employi The new association at Danforth.
defray expenses.
Rev. Thomas Whiteside gave the
; Maine, will he among the many Pine
ed in Boston since his discharge from
Dr.
and
Mrs.
W.
B.
Gibson,
Mr.
and
the army has returned to Houlton and
Tree State organizations to indulge in
w ill be employed at Crescent Park Mrs. A. K. Stetson, Mr. and Mrs. J. racing on July 5. The inaugural fair
R. Harvey and Mr. and Mrs. W. B. A r at Danforth will be held August 24-26.
this summer.
Mr. and M vs. Robert Lawlis return- nold spent the week end in Fort Fair- Dr. S. I). Springer will be in charge
-ed home last week from Boston by field the guests of Mr. and Mrs. W il of the racing.
auto. Mrs. Lawlis has been in Bos liam Davidson.
Rockabema Lodge, I. O. O. F. has ac
ton for some week, being joined last j Christian Science services each Sun cepted an invitation from Carleton
day at 11 a. m. Presbyterian church. Lodge, Woodstock to participate in a
week by Mr. Lawlis.
Many words of praise were heard June 20th, Subject: “ Is the Universe Field Day June 22 at Island Park, j
fo r a former Houlton boy, Hon. Jas. Including Man Evolved by Atomic W ill members who have automobiles I
Wednesday at 7.30 p. m. and those who expect to go, kindly We serve all the old time foun
1* Doherty of Springfield, Mass., for Force?”
Testimonial
service. Cordial welcome notify Frank Pearson, Water St.
the excellent maner in which he han
tain favorities as well as all the
d le d the Carmens strike of Boston, to all.
Mr. and Mrs. C. N. Bishop of Wash- j new ones that are worth while.
when acting as one of the arbitration
The crops never looked better for burn announce the marriage of their
If you want plain sodas, phos
•committee, which was settled last the same time of year as they do now daughter Miss Hattie to Mrs. William
phates, c r e a m combinations,
week.
and characteristic of the climate and j Hillegass of Indianapolis. Indiana, the
The many Houlton friends of Mr. the fertility of Aroostook everything j marriage
ceremony having taken i root beer, ginger ale, egg drinks
an d Mrs. F. L. Harvey of Patten will is coming rapidly forward and unless j place in that city. Mr. and Mrs. Bis- ice cream sodas or other delicisympathize with them in the death something unforseen happens t h e ! hop lived in Houlton in 1911 and the ©US specialties, we have them all |
o f their daughter, which occurred at yield of practically every crop will he bride attended school here and has
at their best.
the Madigan Hospital last week. The large.
been a frequent visitor.
remains were taken to Patten accom
Mr. and Mrs. James Callnan of Elm
James Wilson a student at Tu ft’s
panied by the parents and his brother Dental School, Boston, and Sam who Street, left yesterday for Limestone.
f.J. R. and Mrs. Harvey.
just graduated from the Allen M ili-1to be present at the wedding of Mrs.
Miss Catharine Cary, a Sophomore tary School in Boston have returned Callnan’s sister Miss Ester McDona’d
at the University of Maine arrived home for the summer with their moth to Mr. dia ries MeCIuskey of Grand
home Tuesday evening by automobile er Mrs. Matthew Wilson on Cleveland Falls, N. B. The ceremony will take
accompanied by Professor Robert street.
place on Wednesday and Mr. and Mrs.
Cruikshank of the State University at
Callnan a* d Miss Margaret Hogan
Rev. H. G. Kennedy a former Houl
<kdumbus, Ohio (whose wife was Miss
who
accompanied them will return on
ton pastor and for the past two years
Marlon Coburn) and Mr. C. P. BiosThursday.
pastor of the Baptist church ir. Old
aom who returned Wednesday.
town, has tendered his resignation to
A. A. Powers, former chief of police
H A B IT A B S O L U TE L Y OVERCOM E
take effect September 1st. Mr. Ken
•of Bangor, has received the appoint
D
Y
THE
NEAL
TREATM ENT.
nedy has accepted a Field Secretary
ment of chief special agent for the
W R IT E
FOR
IN F O R M A T I O N
AT
ship for Maine of the Lord’s Day
Bangor A Aroostook rgilroad.
This
jO N C E . T H E N E A L I N S T I T U T E , 166
League of New England.
appointment was announced by Pres
The committee appointed to select ; P I E A S A N T A V E N U E , P O R T L A N D ,
Plans are being made for a Field
ident Todd of the railroad on Tuesday
a
site for the proposed fertilizer fae- ME. P H O N E 4216.
Day some time in July by the Mooselast and is one which will be gratify
tory
to be erected by tiie Federation
leuk Club of Presque and the Meduxing to Mr. Powers’ many friends. M r . !
of
Farmers,
have reported favorably
nekeag Club of this town to be held
Pow ers’ will take up his new duties on
on the Caribou site, and work will !

W. C. T. U. CONVENTION

THE TARANTULA

Committees for each church in the forglol; dhoursoi

A Satisfactory Purchase
What a satisfaction thereis in buying
diamonds of a reputable concern that
deals only in quality merchandise and
whose guarantee and advice may be
depended upon absolutely.
Diamonds that enhance in value as the
years roll by must be of the highest
g r a d e , perfectly cut— and rightly
bought. Stones of ordinary quality are
not rare and will not attain any great
value at any time.
Invest in diamonds now. Let us show
you some gems that will prove a wise
purchase, and demonstrate new ways
of mounting them that will materially
enhance their attractiveness.

h ere’s to you
and y o u r
pleasure

J.Jeweler
D. andPerry
Optometrist

Munro’s West End
Drug Store

FEDERATION OF
FARMERS TO BUILD
FERTILIZER FACTORY

on Island Park, Woodstock, N. B. Com
June 19.
probably be started on same at once
mittees have been appointed to make
John 8tephenson a former Houlton
The building will cost about $50,000
arrangements for the event which pro
boy now living in Butte, Montana ar
and
will have a capacity if run the
mises to be “ one of the best.”
rived here last week for a visit with
year round of 50,000 tons.
Invitations have been received in
his paients Mr. and Mrg. Robert Ste
Houlton
for the wedding of Miss Lucy
phenson. H e will remain here for a
time and on his return will attend Carnegie Ricketson of Boston and
-commencement at Colby. He was ac Robert Weeks Ferguson son of Mr.
companied by Mrs. Stephenson and and Mrs. Clinton G. Ferguson of New
beek without question
Bedford who have many friends in Money
his two sons.
If HUNT’S Salvo fkJIa in thj
treatment
of ITCH, BCZMCA.
Thos. A. McDonald and wife of Hodg- HouPon where they resided for a num R IN G W O R
M , T E T T E R or I
ber
of
years.
The
wedding
is
to
take
otbar itching akin diaaaeaa.'
•don and W . W . McDonald and wife of
Try
a
75
cant
bon oi our riek.
this town left Monday by automobile place in New Berford on June 29 and
L
E
I
G
H
TON A FEELEY
on a three week’s trip through the wll be one of the society events of the
W hite Mountains to New York State summer colony in that city.
where they will visit at the home of
Harold Royal from there they will
Journey down the Hudson to New
York City returning home via Boston.
Mr. L. B. Jones, Bridge engineer of
the State Highway Department was in
town laat week on his way to Madawaoka where he with other engineers
looked over the work prellnmlnary to
the building of the new International
Bridge across the 8t. John river. The
party w as accompanied by Frank A.
of Houlton a member of the
commission.

''-A

Miss Dorothy R. Lyons left last
Friday for Wallingford, Conn., where
she will meet Chautauqua officials be
fore assuming her duties as play lead
er on the Community Chautauqua cir
cuit this summer.
Miss Lyons, who
has trained at the Aroostook Normal
School and later served as an instruct
or for the Houlton Play Ground As
sociation, and assisted at the Commun
ity Chautauqua the past two seasons
is well fitted for the work she is to do,
and has the best wishes of all for her
summer’s work.

REAL ESTATE
FOX BROS. COMPANY
Homes at $1,700, $3,200, $2,500
Farms at $2,000, $3,500, $5,500, $7,500
Prices to suit all.

FOX BROS. COMPANY
Real Estate and Insurance
Houlton, Maine

Market Sq., Houlton

Drink-Drug
What kind of corn are you going to
plant this year.

You like green corn,

of course, but perhaps you

have

had much success in raising It.

not

If this

PLAY PIANO

is so, then you have not

Learn to play in one hour with my
colored chart. Is placed behind keys.
Sent to you for 25 C E N T S

sweet corn which has never failed to

seed.

my

I have a yellow and also a white

nature for me during the

C. M A X W E L L , Box 903
Portland,
421p
Maine

years.

past nine

The ears are large and sweet

and the yield is abundant. I advise
yu to try some of the seed this year
and enjoy your fill of corn.

SAY

Just a word about my wax pod pole
bean.

This makes the best for table

and can bean

on

the

market.

The

flavor is delicious and the pod la ab

when getting ready for
that fishing trip don’t
forget your

solutely 8tringless.

B. F. A.

Seeds of this are

scarce so get yours early.
Everything garden and flower seeds.

Chadwick

CIGAR

It’s the universal choice
of ail smokers who relish
a good smoke— A ll
dealers.

planted

Conservatories 16 High Str.
Houlton, Maine

t

Florisjt
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AROOSTOOK ENCAMPMFNT

1 Folsom, Luther J.
j Fuller, Charles B.

! but children should learn when to go worth playing if ’twas easy to win; a home without children is like a
T he daughter who is the fioveI before, behind and between. It takes out<
garden and no flowers.
^
1
”
j patience and discipline to accomplish
— .____________
j
_____________ the fumiljr is always the one who
i training in good manners, though not
Mirth may prove a better digestive I It is nice to be handsome but it is a knows how to best use the flour for
the kind enforced by the hair brush, j
than a doctor’s pill.
good deal handsomer to he nice.
the family.
; And little can be done by making fun
! of a child. Ridicule works with some
I grown people but it's worse than cor-;
Jporal punishment for a boy or girl.
!

(Continued frnm page 1)
Goodwin, Robert W.
The following were initiated:—
Greenfield, Burt
(From Houlton)
Graves, Roland G.
Fred E. Anderson
Olie B. Hurlbut
Ernest J. Adams
McReynalds, Wm. Henr
John Q. Adams
Mott, W alter M.
Charles E. Atherton
Nickles, Joseph R.
If every child were thoroughly hon- j
Ray S. Anderson
Stevens, James E.
I
est
perhaps the answer would be giv
Ernest E. Anderson
Trott, W alter E.
en
below
every question in arithmetic .
Burpee A. Brewer
Tomlinson, Percy J.
It’s
something
like the X-ray with j
. Lemuel A. Barrows
Thrall, H arry I.
young medical students, too frequent
■■Emerald J. Barker
Till, Henry H.
use of it spoils the student’s ability for
Ray D. Barton
Tingley, Charles
independent
diagnosis. Restless boys, j
Charles R. A. Barton
Wood, William J.
eager
to
do
something
else but repeat
Thaddeus C. Berry
(From Patten)
ing
the
same
mistake,
would,
of course !
Alex Cummings
Ambrose, Edward A.
take
the
answer
given
in
the
book, j
Jasper A. Crane
Birmingham, H arry H.
Nervous, careless girls, after many J
Harold F. Cates
Bowers, Charles W .
fruitless efforts, would copy correct '
John G. Chadwick
Bragdon, George W.
answer without hesitation. The really ;
Lee P. Cleveland
Boynton, Ernest E.
honest scholars— and they are compar- j
Alton E. Carter
Campbell,*Harold E.
atively few— would keep working till !
Smith E. Dowe
Crouse, Benoni
the examples were done correctly. ;
Aubrey H. Dyer
Cuningham, Ralph C.
Two results of copying the answers 1
A. W. Dowe
Curtis, Fred
would follow; failure for persistent :
H. G. Dibblee
Finch, Ernest
work and a gradual weakening of a
Weston D. Grant
Grindell, C. S.
sense of honesty. If the teachers had j
Roland H. Hovey
Grant, Raymond W.
time to look over every example with
CarL H. Hosford
Grant, Frank A .
each pupil and show him where the j
C. H. Harmon
Grant, E. 0.
mistakes lay, it would help the situa
Lnke A. Hawkins
Guptill, George A.
tion greatly, but at present that is im
Frank N. Helms
Huston, Fred G.
possible. To work without knowing
Reuben Haney
Knowles, Charles H.
where the error lies is discouraging,
0. A. Hodgins
Kilgore, Lionel B.
hut school methods require the non
Lemuel R. Ingraham
Killam, Charles S.
answer arithmetics as a means of saf
Franklin P. Jervis
Mitchell, Fred
ety. When the profession of teaching
. L. B. Jones
JMcKenney, W illiam S.
has again become an honorable and a i
Herbert M. Kinney
Myrick, W illis
well-paid one, and when again the i
Arthur S. Kitchen
Monteith, C. G.
good of the children is the thing of ,
Charles G. Lunt
McCourt, Carl L.
first consideration, then methods and
Willis Lowrey
Noyes, Guy
morals will go hand in hand. As Col. 1
Frank A. Logan
Nelder, Oscar S.
Harvey says, “ Things equal to the
Walter E. Linton
Palmer, Maurice N.
same thing are equal to each other." !
i
Lester J. Lancaster
Pray, Eldon E.
i Appaling statistics appear constant- j
Kenneth M. McIntosh
Parsons, O. J.
ly giving the number of girls lost ;
Harry F Mansfield
Powers, Lewis G.
every year in our great cities. Appeal
Albert G. Merritt
Price, J. F.
ing to their homes for a clue to their
E. E. McIntosh
Patterson, J. Hal
disappearance, the most frequent an
Arthur McElwee
Palmer, Harold H.
swer is, “ I thought Mary was spending
Robert L. Mills
Patterson, Arthur F.
the night with a friend.” The boy's
Perley A. McIntyre
Richardson, Chester G.
definition of a clue that “ it’s what set
James I. Nason
Sibley, Charles
in at church,” or the girl's that “ it’s
Milford L. Noble
Stewart, Carl H.
what the Chinaman has hanging down
Otis O. Oates
Scott, James E.
his back," would he about as service
Wendell L. Porter
»
Twitchell, Fred H.
able to the police in their search.
Charles E. Pooler
Twitchell, John E.
When a hoy “ goes to the bad” no one
Morriss H. Peabody
White, Henry M.
can believe that the mother is entirely
Guy C. Porter
White, Ernest H.
at fault. But do the father and mother
Harold A. McGinley
Webster, Elmer Leon
work together for the good of the boy?
James F. Russell
Harrington, Guy
Is the home made as attractive as the
Harry Sawyer
movies for instance? Good moving
Forman H. Smith
pictures are wonderful hut the parents
MANNERS, METHODS,
George W. Smith
who let their children go several times
MORALS, MOTHERS a week overdo it. There are splendid
Fred O. Smith 2nd
Three questions sent to the School parents who deserve all honor and
Waldo T. Small
Counsellor fall naturally under the praise, but the other kind will contin
Harry A* Smart
heading above.
Alvin L. Stitham
ue to be criticised as long as boys and
Leo T. Spain
“ What would you suggest as the girls are rude, idle, self-willed, irres
Hugh H. Thompson
three most important acts of courtesy ponsible and immoral. It is the cus
Chester O. Trenholm
to teach a child?”
tom to blame the mother wholly, but
Guy E. Vincent
“ Why can’t the answers be given in certainly the father shares the respon
George Welton
sibility and the blame. It's no easy
the arithmetics?”
Ransom G. Wilson
job
to bring up children well, harder
J
“ Are not the parents being criticised
Oscar H. Hanson
today
than ever before but as Mrs
rather too much in these days?”
Frank McPherson
W iggs says, “ The game wouldn't be
Perhaps only mothers should at
Ira G, Hersey
tempt to answer the first qusetion as
Henry Beek
they have five or six years the start of
Victor Peters
the teachers. Manners, too, in the
Dr. F. W. Mann
home are in some degree different
Jas. J. Jackins
from the demands of school. Table
Peter N. Clark
manors, for instance, perhaps the best
Samuel C. Stitham
exposition of training, are not as yet
R. W. Shaw
entered in the school curriculum. The
T. S. Purington
young girl who asked what her school
J. Robinson
mate meant by “ company manners’'
H. N. Card
had evidently been taught that courte
P. S. Berrie ,
sy begins at home.
Chas Vincent
Referring this first question to the
Alex Lowney
mother of two active girls her opinion
(From Smyrna Mills)
was that chuldren should “ answ er!
Allan, Thomas A.
when spoken to and be considerate o f !
Armstrong, Frank
other people.” Children are great ini- ,
Anderson, John
itators, sometimes reproducing the
John A. Allen
family manners in a startling degree.
Burpee, Herman
The excuse given by a young girl for j
Brown, Clyde C.
absence from school is an example; "I
Babcock, William A.
stayed home because mother says
A*
Campbell, George E.
none of us can’t sass father so good as
Curtis, Leslie
I can.”
1
Chambers, Arron A.
The question was next referred to
Drew, Leander R.
two well brought up children.
The
Estabrooks, Allan A.
The most talkative child said, “ Not to
Estes, Alton H.
interrupt,” the other one, “ Respect for ;
Estes, Walter S.
our teachers and for all older people.”
McFadden, Howard R. 'V
Here, surely, are three most impor
Foster, Albert C.
tant acts of courtesy, to “ answer when
Fitzgerald, Joseph
spoken to, not to interrupt, to show
respect to teachers’ and all older peo
Fitzgerald, William
Foster, Hannaford
ple.” These form the basis of good
ftf!
Garcelon, Arthur A.
breeding. To these might be added,
do not pass between two people who
Garrish, Owen T.
are talking together, or before them if
Gardner, Leroy A.
there is room to pass behind. This
Harper, Frank A.
sounds a little like the guard’s explan
Haskell, Charles E.
ation; “ The train before is behind and
Hawksley, L. L.
this train was behind before besides”
McDonald, Harry
(McLeod, W. T.
McKee, George S.
Mitchell, George F.
Powers, Don H.
^ #*
Porter, Thaddeus L.
nUera Ike
Rockwell, Herbert L.
with
Eaton, Frank N. Jr.
Ross, Arthur
Stevens, Jasper D.
, 1
Stevens,Leland M.
,1
Wmdw m Otf cm t o n g z *
8oule, Albert W.
to taka M candy. Keep
^Stevens, Weston C.
Soule, Fritz C.
made mr •corr * bownk
Stephen, Roland E.
makers or zcorr* emulsion
_________ l^*jlA
Stephen, Rufus W.
Smith, Parker
Stephens, Amazia M.
Tarbelle, Fred A.
Tarbelle, George T.
30x 3% Goodyear Double-Cure
Tarbelle, Leon C.
Fabric, All-Weather Tread...... .
Thompson, Stillman E.
After you eat—always take
Townsend, William W.
30x3 Vi Goodyear Single-Cure
White, John W.
Fabric, Anti-Skid T read...........
Lawrence McGary
iMchael E. Splan
mm<to* t6«* kWkmam
(From Millinocket)
InstantlyrelievesHaartbura,Bloat*
sdlGasey Foaling. Stops food souring,
Bean, F. Mark
repeating, and all stomach miseries.
Barlow, John W.
AM*41*m3ob •ndeppetttf.Keep# •tomocta
M M tu d itn sK . increase* Vitality ana Pep.
Baken, Walter B.
Clark, George E.
ertwoa
Croft, Lemuel L.
Clark, Harry H.
Clark, Horace B.
Far S a lt by O. F. French A 8on
Dy*v>Pied

N o Other Light Car
Offers So Much
There is in the Cleveland Six an unusual degree o f power, quick
pick-up and extraordinary acceleration. It gives all the speed that
any reasonable person would ever want to use, more than most
drivers would ever care to use.
And with these qualities o f day-in
and day-out performance, the Cleve
land embraces sturdiness, safety and
real comfort.
These are factors that you care
about.
They mean much in the
service and pleasure which you have
the right to expect from your motor car.

Throughout, the Cleveland Six is a
car o f high quality featured by its own
exclusive motor, ease o f control in
driving, most positive brakes, low
underslung springs that wipe out the
road-bumps, bodies o f dignified and
graceful design.

Come In and See the Cleveland Six• Ride in It, Drive It.
Touring Car (Five Passengers) $1485
Sedan (Five Passengers)
$2395

Roadster (Th ree Passengers) $1485
Coupe (Four Passengers)
$2395

/Prices F. O. B. Cleveland)

HOVEY & COMPANY
MARS H IL L , M A IN E

CLEVELAND AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO

Get Goodyear Tire Economy for
That Smaller Car

M i Ye* D^tstin

KiMOIDS

Just as owners o f the highest-priced auto
mobiles get greater mileage and economy
out o f Goodyear Tires, so can the owners
o f smaller cars similarly enjoy Goodyear
advantages*
The 30x3-, 30x3Vi-, and 31x4-inch sizes o f
Goodyear Tires are built to afford a m oney’s
worth in performance and satisfaction which
only the utmost in experience, resources
and care can produce*
This extraordinary money’s worth begins
not only w ith the merit o f these tires, but
also w ith the first cost, which in most cases
is no greater, and sometimes actually is less,
than that o f other makes o f the same types
o f tires*
Go to the nearest Goodyear Service Station
Dealer for Goodyear Tires fo r your Ford,
Chevrolet, Dort, M axw ell,or other cars talcing
these sizes* H e is ready to supply you Good
year H eavy Tourist Tubes at the same dme»

V

FATONIC

William E.

Houlton, Maine

rrzo* z>*Mi

$23 50
| cr\
JL —

♦Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes are thick, strong tubes that
reinforce casings properly. W h y risk a good- casing with a
cheap tube? Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes cost little more
than tubes o f less merit. 30x3Vi size in w ater- * A cr\

p ro o f b a g .... ...................................... ...... .......

~5\
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DO NOT GET DISCOURAGED

the judges and so on were put: you see
I had just that sort of look about me,
that waiters somehow sized up every
time. I don't brag, but it just was the
way of things. And with 85 cents in
my pocket you can know that when I
got through I didn’t leave anything on
the table; and head waiters were not
so different then from what they are
now; they kept watch of the tips. The
next day I was put at another table
over nearer the wall; and the next
time I went in the dining room I was
given a table in the corner out by the
kitchen door. If I had stayed another
day I proabaly would have been set in
the kitchen itself to eat off the shelf
by the sink. But anyway I knew my
board was paid and I had a return
ticket in my pocket. When I got home

What wondrous stories one might
: read if one could read Into the
' thoughts and lives of people whom one
•counts most successful and light heart
ed sometimes! And what odd in
stances of that which the world calls
bluff, but which the mind recognizes
as will power would be revealed! One
-of the successful business men of the
day was talking not long ago to a
young chap just starting in the world
on hie own and telling him some of the
things which a long life of experience
bad taught. "N ever let yourself get
^discouraged, my boy,” he said, "And
never let yourself lose faith in your
self and the world. It’s a good large
world and there is a place for every
body whether you think so or not. As
1 look back over my life and see some
B A N K R U P T ’S P E T I T I O N FOR
of the ups and downs I have had I
D IS C H A R G E
know I have come through because I
In
the
matter
of
I
never let myself believe that things
were as bad as they might be. I was Eddie TheriaultBankrupt. !| In Bankruptcy
always an optimist, I guess; if I should To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the
fall out of a seventh story window I District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine.
should say as I passed the second
THERIAULT o f C a r i b o u
story windows, well, I am all right so In EDDIE
the County of Aroostook and 1
far, anyhow. And that spirit has sav- State of Maine, in said District respect- j
*d me from many head on collision. I fully represents that on the 6th day of |
Ma y , l a s t p a s t , he w a s dul y i
have always been what is called a adjudged
bankrupt under the Acts of
good dresser to 4egln w ith; the com Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that |
fort that can be found in a clean shave he has duly surrendered all his property
and a shine can’t be beaten. Whether and rights of property, and has fully J
with all the requirements of j
1 wore old clothes or new ones I kept compiled
said Acts and of the orders of Court i
trim, and usually when in the hardest touching his bankruptcy.
luck paid most attention to my clothes W herefore he prays, That he may be
and person. 1 guess I had an air with decreed by the Court to have a full dis
charge from, all debts provable against !
me, if you know what that means.
his estate under said bankruptcy Acts,
"I remember one time when I was a except such debts as are excepted by
younger man by a good many years law from such discharge.
Dated this 7th d a y June, A. D., 1920.
than I am now, when I was traveling
EDDIE THERIAULT,
for a firm, in another state. In those
Bankrupt.
(lays there were not so many traveling
O R D E R OF N O T IC E T H E R E O N
!
men as there are now and they did not District of Maine, Northern Division, ss
On the 12th day of June, A. P.,
get the receptions they now get, either
1920,
on reading the foregoing petition,
But somehow I always seemed to get
It Is—
by, I don’t know how: And I remem Ordered by the Court, That a hearing >
ber one time I was sent off into New be had upon the same on the 23rd day of j
July, A. D., 1920, before said Court j
York State, to introduce a new prod at
Bangor In said District, Northern
uct; in those days the firms made ar Division at 10 o’clock in the forenoon;
rangements, engaged rooms at hotels and that notice thereof be published in
and paid the bills Instead of one’s go the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
In said Dlstriet, Northern Division, and
ing on his own hook as now. I landed that
all known creditors and other per
In that distant city, a strange young sons In interest, may appear at the said
man, with just 85 cents in my pocket, time and place, and show cause, if any
to last me for three days, and I had to they have, why the prayer of said peti
tioner should not be granted.
have shines and a haircut out of that, And it Is F u rth e r Ordered by the Court,
to look as I intended to. The first night That the Clerk shall
send
by
1 went down into the dining-room the mail to all known creditors copies of said
bead waiter led me down to the table petition and this order, addressed to
them at their places of residence as
in the center, where the bankers and stated.

to the main office I had just twelve
cents; I had been gone a week, at an
expense of $60 or so and had brought
home $12 worth of profits on the busi
ness I had done. It wasn’t a cheerful
prospect for a kid, now was it? But I
said to myself, don’t you fret, Johnny;
something will break for you, and you
will make good yet.
Just go at it
again Monday morning and go to it
strong. And I did. And things did
break. The boss said he didn’t expect
I \ivould do much that week, but he had
sent three different men out there and
they had all come home and quit their
job, and if I didn’t know any better
than to stick on, he would try me one
more week. And that week I had all
kinds of luck. But it was just because
I stuck to it that I got the best of the
game. If a man don’t owe anybody a
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cent, and has a return ticket in his
pocket, he is a good deal better off
than some fellows, and there is always
one more chance coming.”
Nothing is so bad that it can’t be
worse; there is a silver lining to every
cloud and all the rest of it. It takes
grim courage at times to force one
self to forget annoyances and worries
and be glad for the 12 cents remaining
but it is just this trait that finally
brings one out on top. The very time
one gives up is usually, psychological
ly, that very time he should have held
on; the last hard mile takes one to the
end of the journey, and there lies rest
and peace.
It always does seem a
shame to lose out just before the final
payment is to be made, you know,
Even at the second story window,
"one is all right so far.”

COMING DOWN!
The aviator’s wife

was

in

took pussy up in his 'plane. He said
he would take him up 2000 feet and
drop him over.”
“ Well, there’s nothing to worry
about,” said her friend.
“ O, yes, there is,” said the frantic
woman. “ George isn’t home yet, and
pussy is.”

tears.

“W hat’s the matter, my dear?” asked

her friend.
“ I ’m worrying about George,” she
said. “ He has been trying for a week
to kill our cat, and as a last resort he

Lexington
'Minute Man Six1.

is here for immediate delivery
No Oil Cup
No Grease Cup
No Universal Joint
No Brake Rods— 16 in. Brake Drums
Frame— 7% in. Channel
Two-way Lights
Dual-Exhaust
122 in. Wheel Base
32x4 Cord Equipment

— Other Special Features—See the Ca

Catchy, flavory disks of tempt
ing sweetness— S-n^p-p-y, O’ Boy!

Hand&Harrington
Dealers

Cates Garage

ASSORTED FLAVORS, ALSO PEPPERMINT,
CHOCOLATE, WINTERGREEN, C IN N A M O N
Confectionery
C0

Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,

The Hot Weather Test makes people Judge of the said Court, and the seal
at Bangor In the Northern Divi
better acquainted with their resources thereof,
sion of said District on the 12th day of
•of strength and endurance. Many find June, A. D., 1920.
(L. S.)
ISABEL SHEEHAN,
they need Hood’s Sarsaparilla which
Deputy Clerk.
invigorates the blood, promotes r e - j
A true copy of petition and order thereon
freshing sleep and overcomes that tir- j (L. S.)
ISABEL SHEEHAN,
ed feeling.
j
Deputy Clerk.

VULCANIZING

# RM

TUBES AND TIRES

J

H a v in g taken over the V ulcanizing D epartm ent o f Cates

Garage, I am prepared to do vulcanizing o f all kinds.

1

have specialized in w o rk on Cord Tires and am prepared to
do special w o rk on these in addition to regu lar vulcanizing.
Remember all w o rk is fully guaranteed and in this w ay
full satisfaction is assured customers.

L W.CatesJENNEY
Garage
Tel. 64-W

Houlton, Maine

What a lot of argum ent there used
to be about a woman d riv in g an £
automobile
^
O D A Y she can "m ake a
train” or fix a tire as w ell
as anybody.

your tire problem is to get a tire
of
value and stick to it.

As soon as a luxury becomes
a necessity the point of view

W e reco m m en d and s e ll
U. S. Tires because their value
is

T

changes.
//

The People W ho Know It
B est Buy the Most
O u r preferred stock is becoming a real
Financial Institution in Maine.
It is owned by close to 3,000 Maine
investors.
O u r stock holders buy and buy again.
Most of the people who buy so regular
ly are those who know the Company
best.
Perhaps it may be a good investment
for you too.

W h y not send for (circu

lar?

T w o or three years ago you
would have listened to more
varying opinions about tires
than you could shake a stick
at. M ile a g e s , con stru ction ,
treads and whatnot.
It’s different now. Tire users
are working towards a unani
mous feeling.
You express it one way—
th e m an d o w n t h e s t r e e t
another. But sifted down it
amounts to this:
That the only w ay to settle

know n

Ill

known*

There’s no guess about it

quality

It was the U. S.
which led to the per

p o licy

fection of the straight-side
automobile tire, the pneumatic
truck tire— tw o of the

greatest

additions

to tire value that
have ever been made.
A s representatives of the
oldest and largest rubber con
cern in the world, w e are in a
position to tell you something
about tire values. Come in
some day and talk to us.

Select your tires ac
cording to the roads
they have to travel:
In sandy or hilly coun
try, wherever the going is
apt to be heavy — The
U. S. Nobby.

to*ico n -n Q m t< > m v 9 (x> n m

For ordinary country
roads — The U . S. Chain
or Usco.
For front wheels — The
U. S. Plain.
For best results —every Where—U. S. Royal Cords.

United States Tires
BERRY & BENN; HOULTON; ME.

Central Maine Power Co.
HT
6-16-tO

Augusta, Maine

H. M. CATES & SON; HOULTON

ASHLAND GARAGE CO., ASHLAND; MAINE

w
.'V*
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eight-hour day, nor the luxury of liber tolerable. When a country finds itself
ty after the business of the day is in danger of foreign invasion, that
(By C. Governeur Hoffman)
done. “ Smarting under that sense of country takes action, through its legProm time to time the cry of “ Back injustice” comments a writer in The ! islature, which finally causes the
to the L a n d !” has been raised by a New York Times, “ 17 per cent, of our movement of armies against the foe.
The United States is now in danger of
few individuals farsighted enough to agricultural workers, as shown by Gov
ernment survey, have abandoned the 1a real food shortage, which conceivarecognize the serious consequences of
country since last year and have come |bly might develop into actual famine.
the steady and increasingly larger in
to the cities to get their share of the |Then let the United States commander
vasion of the cities by those who, for shorter hours, the easier work and the her youth to produce food, and thus to
conserve the resources of her own peo
generations past, have found their live pleasanter way of living.”
lihood in the open country. But, for
What was the result? Government ple. As recently she mobilized for the
sharp rigors of war, let her now mobil
the most part, the cry has gone un figures for last year are said to have
ize
for the friendly fruits of peace. Let
heeded, and its instigators have been put the rise in onions at 46 per cent, in
her
take up the arms of the soil in
gently admonished as dreamers or re raisins at 65 per cent and in potatoes
place of the arms so honorably laid
buked in harsher terms as rank alarm at 194 per cent. Meat, milk and eggs
ists. In that happy past before the took their own upward flights, until at aside.
In other words, pass such legislation
war, when strikers were merely annoy- length the general public began to con
in
Washington as shall authorize the
iny incidents and the world rolled on sider these soaring prices as constitu
doing its business as usual, one could ting a real problem in the economy of Federal Government to conscript the
perhaps afford to show no unusual the nation. W hile we hear of certain young men (say, all those between the
concern regarding the state of the almost tenative reductions in the ages of 18 and 20), and distribute them
farm and its production of food.
prices of various less important com centrally over the arable land of the
Those days' are gone. Germany saw modities, the cost of a square meal entire coutry, particularly in those
to thStt. There is peace again, with continues rising. The reason is plain great tracts of the Middle West and
victory. The United States and her to be seen— the lure of better-paid Southeast where the cultivation of es
allies saw to that. But there is also work, under conditions more congeni sential food stuffs is promoted on the
widest and most intensive scale; have
a world wide spirit of social unrest. al to the average man.
them selected solely as to their physi
W hy? W e read of Red plots and pro“ When an industry which has to de
poganda. W e witness outlaw strikes. pend for its success upon hired labor,” cal fitness, without regard to class or
W e get pinched between taxes and the said a farmer, “ has to compete with sect or color, and fix their wages (to
profiteers. W hat is at the back of all all the other industries in the country, be paid by their employers) strictly
this trouble and discontent? There are and those industries offer the help according to the principles of army
many contributing causes but we may more money than the one industry pay; make the term of service six
venture to suggest there is one thing produce— not a part of it, but all, they months, possibly a year, allowing the
fundamentally wrong, and that is the could yield them if it gave them all its plan as a whole to operate just so long
as this extraodinary condition of pres
Shortage of food.
gross product— what is that industry
ent market values continues to con
The production of food, like that of
to do?"
front the public. With a nation-wide
any other commodity, depends among
Such being the state of things, the
menace, there must be nation-wide
other things, on labor. It follows that,
question arises: Is not the condition
measures.
I f the farmer cannot hire his neces
of the farm a national calamity? If the
sary help his farm cannot be worked
This scheme imposes no unjust de
answer be an unqualified Yes, then it
to capacity. Now the serious fact to
mands.
It is free from any form of
behooves the nation itself to take
be faced at the present moment is that
class
legislation,
and thus upholds the
steps to meet this emergency with
the farm laborer is not to be had in
best
traditions
of
our democratic his
drastic action.
the numbers essential to the needs of
tory.
Futhermore, it would go far
Without offering the following pro
this the most important industry of
our country. He is, of his own accord posal as the only solution of this crisis
out of the market. Again why? Be I put it forward in the belief that at
cause of th ) more attractive induce least it offers a practical and efficient
ments of city occupations.
On the means of combating a state of affairs
farm there is no such thing as an which threatens shortly to become in-

CONSCRIPTION FOR FARMS

j

1

toward the conservation of the com can be applied at once— in the case of
munity’s health; even more than in poisons. The importance of this to
the case of men in the army, there practical agriculture will doubtless
would accrue to these farming lads prove very great.
those natural benefits which are the
The instrument is the invention of
direct results of hard work done in the
Dr. Chunder Bose of Calcutta, who has
fresh, open air. Such hardships as it
I been experimenting along these lines
entails are not even comparable to
i for a number of years and who is also
those endured in the struggle recent
j famous for his studies in the “ fatigue
ly consumated in our favor. It may,
|of metals.” The new instrument is so
in all justice, be construed as a labor
i delicate that it is equivalent to magniof honor, which would rebound to the , fying the highest powers of the microeverlasting credit of every good citi
|scope 100,000 times. It is rather simzen and constitute a most laudable I pie in appearance. A single magnetic
service to one’s country.
I lever rotates a delicately poised needle
In closing, I may quote from a letter |and a spotlight reflected from a mirror
recently published in a New York [ which is attached to the needle, tra
paper, as follows: “ Nature has been vels back and forth upon a creen as the
kind to America. It is nature now mirror swings, giving a magnification
that threatens failure. The menace is of 1,000,000 times, which can be in
in men themselves. The unthinking creased to 100,000,000 times. Material
inhabitants of the United States, those contact, which in the past has put a
who are not thinking, all know what stop limit to magnification higher than
plenty means— enough and to spare. 10,000 times, has been eliminated. By
Of famine, as famine, they know noth means of this instrument, Dr. Bose
ing; or it is regarded as something re showed, the movement of a smail ap
mote. But on the farmers, feasting or pears to be about 24 times as rapid as
fasting absolutely depends!”
a shot fired from a 12-inch cannon.

CRESCOGRAPH SHOWS
THE RATE OF GROWTH

N O T IC E O F F O R E C L O S U R E

Public notice is hereby given that
The “ Crescograph” is an instrument Madolene Giggey of Fort Fairfield, in
the County of Aroostook, and State of
which shows us the actual rate of Maine, by her mortgage deed dated
growth of a plant or leaf, and it is so September 29, 1916 and recorded in
the Southern District of the Aroostook
delicate that the plant appears to Registry of Deeds in Vol. 289 page
grow before one’s eyes. The result is 598 conveyed to John B. Roberts of
Caribou in the County of Aroostook,
that the effects upon the plant of cer and State of Maine, and W. H. Laffaty
tain chemicals, etc., can be seen at then of said Caribou, but now of Escalon in the County of San Joaquin
once and we no longer have to wait and State of California, the following
for weeks or even days to see what described real estate situate in the
town and village of said Caribou, and
these effects are. Thus, certain poi being a part of lot number four (4)
sons or stimulants can be seen to af Cunningham’s survey of “ H ” Township
bounded as follows, to wit; commenc
fect the plant and the right antidote ing in the center of the County Road

leading from Caribou to Limestone, at
the northwest corner of land owned or
occupied June 29tn, 1896 by Isaiah.
Kierstead; thence, easterly on the
north line of said Kierstead’s land to
the southwest corner of a lot of land
conveyed by the late Lydia J. Bubar
to Abner Bubar by deed dated Novem
ber 17, 1909, and recorded in the
Aroostook Registry of Deeds in Vol.
243, page 394; thence, northerly along
said Abner Bubar’s west line and a
continuation of the same five (5) rods
to the south line of land owned or occopied by Lydia Walters; thence,
westerly along said Walters south line
to the center of said County Road;
thence, southerly along the center of
said County Road five (5) rods to the
place of beginning. Reserving a right
of way across the north side o f
above granted premises, as now laid
out and travelled between the north
side of the dwelling house on above
granted premises and said W alters
south line for the use of Oliver T. Bu
bar, his heirs and assigns, and the use
of Abner Bubar, his heirs and assigns.
The premises above described are the
same premises conveyed to Madolene
Giggey by the said John B. Roberts
September 29th, 1916.
That the said John B. Roberts and
W. H. Laffaty by their assignment
dated January second, 1917, and re
corded in said Registry in Vol. 283,
page 557, assigned, sold and conveyed
to B. P. Webb the mortgage deed
above described, the debt thereby se
cured and all right, title and interest
in the premises therein conveyed.
That the said B. P. Webb, by his
assignment dated February 18th, 1920,
and recorded in said Registry in VoL
306, page 9, assigned, sold and convey
ed to John B. Roberts, the m ortgage
deed above described the debt there
by secured and all right, title and in
terest in the premises therein convey
ed.
That the condition in said m ortgage
is broken, by reason whereof, I claim
a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated at Caribou, Maine, May 26,
1920.
322

JOHN B. ROBERTS.

AllFigureJobsareBurroughsJobs
Machine adding—just simple adding and listing—is a Burroughs job just
as truly as modern ledger posting is a Burroughs job. In each case the Bur
roughs equipment assures time saving—automatic accuracy—reduced costs.
The wise business man of today is building for the future—building on
a solid foundation of FACTS. He m u s t have accurate, up-to-the-minute
figures on sales, stock, mark-up, profits, expense and scores of other things
that go to make up business, if he hopes to manage his affairs intelligently.
This kind of work demands speed and accuracy. Burroughs Machines
of the type pictured below make it possible to obtain this information
cheaply, regularly, easily and quickly.
M ore Speed
T h e Burroughs prints ciphers and punc
tuation marks automatically. As more than
40 percent of the figures handled in ordinary
work are ciphers, this means a material
time saving by use of the Burroughs.

W e charge you no more for the better grades Jof
leather and rubber soles and heels, used in re
pairing you shoes when ryou (brin g.’ them to us.
W e are now equipped to do your work.

We

F ew er M istakes

guarantee that our work will please you

Items remain set in the keyboard until the
machine is operated. In case of uncertainty
or error, the operator thus can prevent a
mistake by eliminating the inaccuracy before

McGary’s Shoe Store
Houlton, Maine

experience in building adding, bookkeeping
and calculating machines is responsible
for the perfection which oi.i o .o c e a has
attained.

Full Visibility
T h e Burroughs full keyboard r r vays
shows the amount tha"
b h r p en we
the paper roll shows hoe amount pre. ijco i}
entered,- the dials show the grand total.

A M ode! F c / A n y Business
A m o n g the many star, dard mode A oi:
Burroughs Machines there i- wu hw wiu
fit your business whether re is large or small.
IvCt a representative .-how yo i j, ow a
. . . . . ':............
, our
Mi rat' .r.

Burroughs Adding Machine Company

Adding —Bookkeeping —Calculating

Our Shoe Fitters Like to Show
Our W om en’s N ew Styles
Ninety-five per cent

of

women

buying low shoes this Summer.

are

These

require less leather in making and
hence are cheaper.

Women’s feet and

ankles appear in oxfords to the best
advantage.

This Walk-Over oxford is

without an equal for general use.

It

has a toe smart enough for all occa

*

sions, a firm Cuban heel carrying its
rroper share of the body’s weight, and
high sidelines that
Your fit in a trim,
reasonably priced.

hug

the

serviceable

ankle.
shoe,

7

((M a c h in e s
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monly used until much later.
The ; EXPLODES STORY OF
Ilope” was one of those comparisons a horse and pursued. It was a bit wab- pound during the reign of Queen Eliza
Gauls excelled in such work, as they j
T A P P F D R O T T L E S USed by poe.ts that had no standing in bly at first, but finally got control of beth and has been continued to the
used chain cables and riggings in place l
.
sound statistical circles.
But Roy its legs, and I never did overtake it.”
present day.
of
rope
to
resist
and
New
York
Herald.
Can
a
whiskey
bottle
be
cut
at
the
^hapman
Andrews,
asociate
curator
of j
------------------The story of the mechanical aids of
Iranian history has been much neglect
The screw was a Greek invention |
j
°* the,,M«8eum of Natural
ADULTERATION
ferior liquor as a substitute and the , History in New York city, found this
ed.
Thousands have described the and greatly used by the Romans as a
OF MAPLE SYRUP
bottom sealed up again with melted |out after a two year’s trip in the Mon
sculptures of the Partheon, yet no one means for producing motion; but cen
With the idea of placing the maple
glass?
,
golian
desert,
where
he
chased
antehas mentioned the tools that carved turies passed before the nut and screw
According to William G. Shepherd.! lopes in a motor car that was bouncing industry of Canada on a world market
those fluted columns. W e naturally for fastening was invented, and other
„. J
in The Home Sector, sleuths of the se- j over sandy wastes at the rate of 60 i,)asis> representations have been made
suppose that our present day tools centuries before screws for fastening
cret service who are moonshine and ' miles an hour.
to the Dominion government to forbid
have far better forms than those of Wood appeared. It is less than 200
bottle experts of the first order say
“ it was the first time,” he said “ th a t; the exP °rt of adlterated maple sugar
past ages. That is true in many cases j years since the common screw came
that this story of how the tapping hot- science ever had been able to apply iand syrup, thus guaranteeing its purihut not always.
into use.— Sun the Atlantic gales.
tle scare started among men with a a speedometer to the speed demons of
to foreign buyers. The government
It appears that the forms of the
tendency to talk to bartenders: “ It j the desert, who have long been famous tee,s that it is impracticable to give
-chisel were perfected 2500 years ago,
was a clever whiskey salesman who ; as the most fleet-footed creatures that such a guarantee, partly because aduland that the beauty of workmanship in FACTS ABOUT THE
started that story about tapping the j grow.
terations might take place after the
Bronze Age chisels has never been ex
TOOTHSOME LOBSTER
i bottom of bottles,” this sleuth told me. ' “ They ran so fast that we could not Pr°duct leaves the country. In the
1
ceeded.
The best lobster ground in the
The use of saws and crown drills world is the northeastern coast of New i “ His firm used handmade bottles, I see their legs, any more than you can mean time, Canadian authorities are
with fixed teeth of corundum or gem England, its shoals, bays, inlet and |which are smooth in the bottom. One j see the blades of an electric fan.” says seizinS large quantities of adulterated
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the east.
; sequestering a trap belonging to an made.”
The world did without shears for other is unknown among them.
A lobster pot is a very simple trap.
many ages, cutting its cloth with a
rounded blade knife. About 400 B. C. It looks like an immense bird cage,
the mechanical genius of Italy invent-, made of wooden slats. Both ends are
No one ever knew how fast an ante
ed shears, which in two or three cen- covered with loose strong netting,
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could run. “ Swifter than an ante'turles more were fitted to the fingers made from tarred rope. There is a
ard so became scissors.
hole in the middle of each net. The
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is a mistranslation; the early tools for |weighted with stones and lies on the
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Bost on, Mass.
The
f ollowing
trimming a lamp were a small knife bottom in a horizontal position. Its l e t t e r m a y b r i n g a d v i c e to o t h e r s uge r e r s:
F. T r u e & C’ n: H a v i n g hear d
and a pair of tweezers to trim the wick ‘ location is indicated by a buoy attach t k a•‘ tDr. y oJ.
u r me di c i ne . Dr. T r u e ' s Kl i xi r ,
and a point to part the strands.
j ed to it by ropes.— New York Sun and kad been on the m a r k e t f o r y e a r s and
years, I t h o ug ht pos s i bl y iny a i l me n t s
In some cases it is curious to see Herald.
wo ul d he hel ped if I t ri ed it. I h a v e spent
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'l o w long men remained on the brink
of an Invention.
Topper wire was
made by cutting and hammering from
55<>0 B. C., yet the drawing of wire re
The German submarine U-20 which
mained unknown lor 6000 years or
mere. When th^ f'r c‘ drawn wire was ( sank the Luistania and later was
made is not yet determined, but the wrecked on the west coast of Jutland
art seems to have been unknown to the where it had been lying buried in the
sand ever since, lately has been emp
Romans.
Thick beaten wire was made into tied so only the hull; now remains.
chain with round links as far back as
This will now be destroyed, the in
the second dynasty, 5200 B. C. and tention being to use the German mines
links doubled and looped through one drifted ashore for blowing up the hulk
another appeared in the sixth dynasty, so that every trace of the evil-famed
4200 B. C. Yet chains were not com- boat will disappear.

WILL BLOW UP U-BOAT
THAT SANK LUISTANIA

m a n y dol l ars in t r y i n g to ge t a L a x a t i v e
wh i c h wo ul d a g r e e w i t h m e -he pl easant
t » t a k e and yet e f f e c t i v e . A t last 1 h a v e
it — Dr.
True's
Fl i xi r.
'Che
Farui l v
L a x a t i v e and W m m Expel l ee.
F o r y e a r - 1 h a v e had a poo r a p p e i i m
a n y rich f oods d i s a g r e e d wi t h me. and
my h e a d a c h e s w e r e f r i ght f ul .
I was
t r oubl e d wi t h ti red
f eel i ngs.
n e r v o us
depressi ons, we a k n e s s , spots be f o r e m y
eves, bbad br eat h, sl eepl essness, i r r i t a b i l i 
ty, di z z i ne ss and m a n y o t h e r si gns of
si ckness.
I can no w do a d a y ' s h o us e wo r k and
not mi nd it, and y o ur I >r. True'.-, :
is a l w a y s h a m l y - - I
don' t k n o w
of
a
better laxative
! g i v e it to m y chi l dren
wi t h wo n d e r f u l resul ts it r e l i e v e s t he m
o f wo r ms , ' '
-MRS. J1MI , F.\ \V( m W >!■'< > K I ).
L a m - o n St.. F. Boston.
T i l e presori pti nn. |)R. T U F F ' S F L I X I K .
T h e F a m i l y L a x a t i v e and W o r m F x p e l l o r
has done w o n d e r s f o r si ck peoi.de, men,
w o m e n and chi l dren. A T A L L D E A L E R S .
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Coffee that delights
Maine folks and
folks who visit
Maine folks.
Your neighborhood dealer
sella this superior coffee.
J ls k fo r it!
THURSTON and KINGSBURY CO..
Bangor, Maine.
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Mr. Frank Boutilier of Bangor is in market and with this field entirely eli
of Bolshevisits as much as the Russi
town for a few days.
minated the enthusiasm for produc
ans,
and the world has great $: apa
Mrs. Leon Teed was visiting friends tion would be greatly reduced. With
in Fort Fairfiel (Hast week.
1 believe
“ Turkey cannot live five years if the thy with the Russians.
Mr. O. P. Boutilier has returned greatly reduced production the pro
•
America
and
the
enlightened
nations
hibitionists
have
accomplished
the
ma
treaty
is
enforced
as
it
stands,”
says
from a weeks trip to Halifax.
Miss Beulah O’Roak was calling on jor part of their battles for the ‘dry’ Damad Ferld Pasha, premier and of Europe would sympathize with the
her parents in Sherman Sunday.
laws cannot be effectively enforced un brother-in-law of the Sultan. He said Turks if they knew the real situation.”
Mrs. Stanley Shields of Linneus
he wanted the American people to
Mrs. Thompson of Monticello visit spent the week end with relatives in til prohibition is curtailed.
He said the Nationalists were respon
Subscribers should bear in ed Mrs. Clyde Thomas, one day last town.
“ Of course, many of the European know Turkey’s sad position, believing
sible throughout and declared that
Mr. and Mrs. Ira E. Ruth of Bangor countries would be very slow to em -, the welfare of the world to be so intermind that all subscriptions are week.
they are not really Turks. “ Mustpha
Miss Faye Thompson visited Mrs. were calling on friends in town W ed brace prohibition.
However, these woven that his country’s just requests
payable in advance and the pa William McCain of New Limerick last nesday.
Kemal Bey is a German and Ahme<l
Mr Earl White who is serving with same countries have been most mod should be granted.
per will be discontinued at ex week.
Rustem Bey, whose real name is BillMr. William Clark has returned from the U. S. Army in Texas is home for a erate consumers and practically all the
“ Constantinople will die, for no great ingski is a Pole,” he declared.
piration. Notice of such expira the Bangor hospital and is gaining few days.
peasants of Europe prepare their own city can live without a hinterland,” he
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Barker with a liquors, so there is not much encour
Asked if Turkey would sign the
tion will be sent out the First of slowly.
continued. “ W e had expected to have
Several from here attended the min- party of friends spent Sunday with
peace
treaty, he hesitated and then
agement for the big manufacturers.
each month .
iStrel show given at North Star hall relatives in Houlton.
Turkey’s arms and legs amputated,
said:
“ I have no desire to make
“
I
am
not
a
prohibitionists,
but
by New Limerick, Friday evening.
Mrs. Leola Adams arrived home
perhaps, but not expect to have Tur
Commencing Saturday, May 15, 1920
threats, but I do not see how it is pos
Rita Crane daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Saturday to spend the summer vaca merely a student of conditions relating
key’s head separated from the body
the T IM E S office will close at noon William Crane is seriously ill with tion with her parents.
sible to accept it.
Oriental Thrace
to it. My visit here at this time is a and laid off alone to die.
pneumonia
at
the
home
of
her
grand
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
E.
Baker
return
every Saturday during May, June,
and
Anatolia
would
not
accept and its
father, Mr. William Smith in Houlton. ed Wednesday morning from a three little premature to see the far reach
July and August, In accordance with
The Turks are really in the hands I enforcement would be impossible.”
ing effects of organized prohibition. I
Miss Kathleen Lunn of Summerfield weeks trip to Los Angeles, Cal.
the usual custom of Banks and County N. B. who has been spending several
N. W. Gerrish was a passenger on have found that, with the possible ex
weeks with her aunt Mrs. Thomas Tuesday night’s train for Boston
offtoee.
ception of Denver, the American cities
Hamilton will return to her home this where he expects to stay for a few
I have just visited on my trip eastward
week.
weeks.
Miss Mary Hand will give an inter
The Misses Clara and Lea Browne are not the ones which can show the
W h y wait for a travelling tinker? esting original essay written on the who are training in the House of Mer
best example of what national prohibi
Bend Watch repairs to a First Class development of Maine since it be cy Hospital, Pittsfield, Mass., arrived
tion
can accomplish, but I selected
Shop, Osgood’s, Houlton, Maine.
came a state at Ricker graduation home this morning and will spend
A very pretty wedding took place at Wednesday.
those
cities for that very reason. The
their vacation with their parents Mr.
the Baptist parsonage, Wednesday
Mr. and Mrs. John W iley went to and Mrs. John M. Browne.
State and Federal Jaws are at such
morning. June 9th, when Mae P. Bur- East Corinth last week returning home
Martin’s Theatre announces the fol odds on the subject that it appears to m
look daughter of E. O. Collins, Esq., Saturday accompanied by their daugh lowing program for the week Tuesday
w as Joined In the bonds of holy matri ter Evelyn who has completed her night “When Bonds are Loosed” , me that it will be a very long time be
mony to Howard Derrah. Mrs. Der- school year in that town.
Thursday night “ The Shepherd of the fore any very far reaching results are
rah has been the efficient and courte
The school taught by Miss Veronica H ills” , Friday night "Eastward H o !” obtained.”
ous assistant postmistress for the Haggerty closed Friday. Parents and starring William Russell. The lead
Dr. Van Walsem has been in confer
past year and more. They were sup friends listened to an interesting pro ing woman for William Russell in his
ported at the altar by Mr. and Mrs. gram in the afternoon. One thing of latest Fox production, “ Eastward H o !” ence with “ Pussyfoot” Johnson on the
Den Barrett.
A fter the wedding special interest was the awarding of is Lucille Lee Stewart who is noted subject, and he hopes to return to Hol
breakfast, served at the home of the prizes for improvement in writing. alike for her dramatic ability and for
bride, the happy couple left by auto The first prize of ten dollars was a- the exquisite beauty of her gowns. land with a complete survey of the
He explained that much
fo r Bristol, N. B.
They will make warded to Kenneth Morrison, the sec Miss Stewart, personally beautiful in subject.
their home in Bridgewater.
ond o f one dollar to Arnold Webb and face and figure, naturally makes the produce and many mills are idle sim
the third of fifty cents to Grover Mor most of her taste in dress when play ply because the manufacturers were
rison. These prizes were offered by ing a society role. One lovely costume awaiting the outcome of the “ dry”
The Infant son of Mr. and Mrs. three of the parents of pupils attend- that she wears opposite Mr. Russell in laws, and said that it was highly im
H arry Hartt is very ill with pneumon this school. This idea is a good one “ Eastward H o !”— which is to be
ia. Nurse Archibald Is in attendance. and should be carried out another shown at Martin’s Theatre next Fri portant that some conclusion be
Nothing helps children more day— was designed by Miss Stewart reached by the other nations on the
The Ladies Aid received $35 from year.
the sale of ice cream and cake held at than the keen interest of their parents he’r self assisted bv a famous Paris de- subject, otherwise they cannot reach
the Grange Hall on Saturday evening. At six o’clock a bountiful picnic supper signer
signer it was made in Paris, with a their highest degree of efficiency.
view expressly to beautiful effect in
At the regular Grange meeting on was served on the school grounds.
screening and combines two of the
Saturday night seventeen new mem
most fashionable materials of this sea
bers were instructed in the first and
son. The foundation of the dress is a
second degrees.
Mr. Marion Glidden was in Mars Hill slip of heavy silver cloth. On this, in
Mrs. Addle Fletcher W right arrived j
last Saturday.
most original design, is an overobe of
home last week from Belfast where 1
Mr. Horace Stewart has been very
black jet held with a jetted sash. The
she has been the past year employed {
sick the past week.
gown is cut decollete— extremely sy in
as matron of the Children’s Home i n .
Mrs. Hollis Adams is in Aroostook
the back, revealing the beautiful shoul- j
that city.
hospital for treatment.
MONDAY
An accident occurred Thursday ev e- 1
ders of the wearer.
Miss Stewart j
Miss W illa Stewart spent Saturday
WM. FARNUM
wears a number of other creations of j
ning caused by racing horses in the ,
and Sunday in Houlton.
the modiste in this Russell picture, all |
street, Albert Robinson was th row n J
in Big Fox Picture
Mrs. James Ruth and baby visited
of them unique, dashing, modish and j
out and quite severely cut about t h e !
“ Wolves of the N ig h t”
in Haynesville last week.
, face, two wagons smashed and one I
I
Mrs. H. E. Kimball spent Sunday well worth seeing.
Fi n a n c e , stocks, luvo, i n t r i g u e all find
horse so seriously injured it died o n '
of
this
t h e i r w a y i nto the
assembl ing
with
Mrs.
Geo.
W.
Stewart.
Saturday night, the fast driving j
s t o r y and p r o v i d e t h e d r a m a t i c s t r e n g t h
Miss Fay Smith spent last week
o f thi s i n t o r e s i n g m e l o d r a ma .
through the street should in some '
with her aunt Mrs. H. J. Ruth.
A ls o B R A Y P I C T U R G R A P H
way be stopped.
That is the sign that is in the windows of this store calling attention to
Dr. F. Van Walsem, Director of Edu
Rev. B. C. Bubar preached in New
T
U
E
S
D
A
Y
advertisements
from The Saturday Evening Post, Ladies Home Journal.
Limerick last Sunday afternoon.
cation and Discipline of the Depart
W A L L A C E R E ID
j tor
Miss Collicott, of Canterbury, N. B. ment of Justice of Holland believes
: Cosmospolitan, American and Photoplay Magazines. These ads tell of cerMiss Frances Gardiner is visiting is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stew
in 5 Reel Comedy Drama
■tain articles that are sold in Oakfield by this store and the articles are
that if America sticks to prohibition
art.
friends in Houlton.
“The Lottery M a n ”
|shown you with the ads.
Mrs. Oscar Stevens is spending a
Claud N. Bishop of Washburn spent every manufacturing nation in the
N o t h i n g mo r e need be said, w e 1
few weeks with relatives in Danforth. Monday night with Clifton and Mallion world must soon follow suit. Dr. Van w h a t -s in s t o l e f o r us.
!
Among these articles are the following:
Michael Rugan of Houlton is spend Adams.
Walsem, who has come o the United ! Also G O L D W Y N b r a y c a r t o o n
ing a few days at the home of his son
Mrs. Naomi Logie spent the first of
!
E'gin Watches
WEDNESDAY
the week in Houlton with Mrs. Harry States for the purpose of studying
J. F. Rugan.
Jack London's Masterpiece
Hamilton Watches
Rev. H. O. Coatnan of Ludlow held Stimson.
1conditions following the advent of pro
“The Sea W o lf”
services in the B School house on Sun
;
Waltham Watches
Ladies Aid of the M. E. church met hibition, says that the eyes of the
with Mrs. Claud Ruth last Wednesday whole
day morning.
South Bend Watches
w o r 1d a r e
u p o n u s, A M a r v e l o u s p i c t u r f z a t i mi o f a wo r l d !
f a m o u s book.
A
t r i ump h
<>f r eal i st i c
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Carpenter of afternoon.
'
Big Ben Alarm Clocks
eagerly
awaiting
the
out
come
of
the
product i on.
Houlton were week-end guests of his
Miss Julie Byron spent several days |
Also W e e k l y N e w s a n d C h e s t e r O u t i n g j
W
W W Rings
radical
step
we
have
taken
in
trying
last week in Hodgdon with Mr. Herb '
mother Mrs. W . N. Carpenter.
THURSDAY
Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Carpenter and Rhoda and family.
Ostby and Barton Rings
to rid the county of intoxicants. He
Mr. J. Colby Giberson and family ; has visited San Francisco, Los Ange
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mitchell attended
H O U D IN N I
i
Pyrex Casseroles
have moved into Matt Alexander’s rent j
church In Monticello Sunday.
in
!
Waterman’s Ideal Fountain Pens
les, Denver and Chicago since arriv
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Nichols of Monti at Linneus Corner.
“ The Grim Game”
j
Sheaffer’s Fountain Pens
Mrs. M. B. Stewart and little daugh-) ing in this country from the Dutch
cello were week-end guests of her par
A P a r a m o u n t p i c t ur e t h a t c a r r i e s w i t h
ter visited her mother Mrs. Skillinger i East Indies, where he spent several
ents Mr. and Mrs. George Mitchell.
Eastman Kodaks and Supplies
it t hri l l s and r o ma nc e . J u m p i n g f r o m one
Mr. and Mrs. George Carpenter and in Danforth last week.
j months.
a e r o p l a n e t o a n o t h e r is o n e o f the m a n y
Old Hampshire Bond Stationery
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Adams spent Sun
s t un t s he does, a p i c t u r e t hat is hound
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Niles of Houlton i
1847 Roger Bros.. Wm. Rogers ar.d
“ Europe and the rest of the world t o please.
day with relatives in New Limerick.
spent Wednesday night with parents
A ls o W e e k l y N e w s & H o l m e s T r a v e l o u g e
Community Plate Silverware
Mrs. Mary Cogswell of Fort Fair- Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Bubar.
I are more excited and troubled about
Mrs. Geo. Moore and gradson Eu- American prohibition than is America
Held and Mrs Hattie W hite of Island
F R ID A Y
Falls spent Sunday with relatives here j gene of Houlton spent last week here herself as I find it,” said Dr. Van W al
N A Z IM O V A
These articles are advertised from Oregon to Florida and from southern
—
I with Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Bubar.
in Her Newest Picture
California to Maine. They have a reputation with the public—a reputation
sem at the Hotel McAlpin recently
Mrs. H. J. Ruth and three children
“The Heart of a Child”
built up by long years of honorable defiling, of value giving and of progres
Mrs. Ida Pelkey was the guest of i f^ d Misses Fay and Elizabeth Smith “ Especially interested in the outcome
A
w
h
o
l e s o m e s t o r y d e l i g h t f u l l y told. A sive business methods.
are the manufacturing interests and pl ay tuned
Mrs. Benj. London Sunday.
! ^ S a t u r d a y for Portland by auto.
to such p e r f e c t h a r m o n y it is
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Turney were t h e , Mr. an<* M ra- J*arry Stewart and son students of eeomics, who realize that a p l e a s ur e to w a t c h it. A s t o r y ma d e to
If the public had not trusted these concerns they ro •](’. :.ot have
yT#
tn
Qh0rm#n
i
Leigh
spent
Saturday
and
Sunday
in
fit t o e s t ar and c o n s i de r e d h e r best
guests of relatives in Sherman
Canterbury with parents Mr and Mrs if prohibition ‘takes’ in this country Als o S c r e e n M a a a z i n e and T w o Reel
stayed
in business year in and year out. You are fully protected
Mrs. Alden Varney was the guest of
A D M I S S I O N 17 a n d 25 C en ts
they would be at a great disadvantage C o m e d y
Grant.
when you buy these articles at this Stone See our windows.
Mrs. Miles Smith last Thursday and
Mr. arid Mrs. Garfield Burton and from production standpoints.
The
SATURDAY
Friday.
Mr. O. L. Sawyer and family were
P EG GY H Y L A N D
Miss Lillian Brown was the week calling on relatives in Houlton and wine producing countries have always
end guest o f Mrs. W illiam Taylor in
In 5 Reel Family Drama
looked to this country as their best
Hodgdon last Sunday.

DECLARES TREATY
WILL KILL TURKEY

SURROUNDING TOWNS

BRIDGEWATER

it

m
Houlton
Trust
Co.
Pays interest of 2 per cent on x
The

Daily Balances of $500 or over

it

MONTICELLO

LINNEUS

Week of June 15th, 1920

Compound Interest of 4 per cent
i t on Savings Accounts of an y
Amount...................................
m

Temple Theatre 1

"A dvertised G oods A r e Y ou r
P rotection "

EXPECTS MORE DRY NATIONS

I E

t

T

EAST HODGDON

J

Houlton.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira E. Ruth returned
Mr. John London was the week end to their home in Bangor last Thursday
guest of his uncle Mr. Percy London Miss Marion French accompanied
in Sherman.
them for a few days visit.
Mrs. Alden Varney was the guest of
Messers. Geo. Stewart. J e w e 11
Mrs. John G rant Monday and Tuesday Adams, H. E. Kimball autoed to Kingof last week.
man last Sunday. Harry Kimball re
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Rhoda of Hodg turning home with them for a visit
don were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
with relatives.
Qrln Taylor Sunday.
j
Mrs. Edward Hendersonwas the i
guest of her daughter Mrs. F ran k !
Mr. H. P. Sprague has purchast d a
Lowery the past week.
Miss Gladys London was the guest new Touring car.
of her aunt Mrs. Boardman Bert, Roy-1
alton, N. B. the past week.
j
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stephenson of !
Ludlow were the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Henderson Sunday.
!
Mr. Ernest Turney and family were
ther' guests o f Mr. and Mrs. Everett j
Montgomery in Woodstock Sunday.
Mrs. Thomas Hoyt of Fredericton,
N. B. and Mrs. Berham Hoyt of Green
Road were the guests of Mrs. Miles ,
Smith one day last week.

OAKFIELD

D IS S O L U T IO N

OF

P A R T N E R S H IP

The partnm ship heretofore existing
between the undersigned under the
firm name of Grant & Gellerson has
been dissolved by mutual consent.
All bills against the partnership
may be presented to ( ’. (). Grant and
fill debts due the partnership paid to
him.
Houlton, Maine, June 1. IflL'u.
r. O. GRANT
M. A. GELLERSON

P e g g y i; : c h a r m i n g in her role and will
s ur e l y pit
■II WoP
T h e east ha.-

N . W . Gerrish, Jeweler

M u t t & Je ff C a r t o o n s and last but not
least F a t t y A r b u c k l e in his o w n <' oi nedy
“ The G arage”

Sir-ee!

LITTLETON
Mrs. J. A. Wolverton is quite ill
reatened with pneumonia.
Gladys Timms of New Limerick is
Biting her aunt Mrs. Emery Golding.
A party from Bristol, N. B. arrived
kturday to visit Mr. and Mrs. BeechHutchinson.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Porter and iamf were the guests of Rev. H. H. Coszn on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Watson and W.
Adams motored to Bangor Wednes>y returned Friday.
Jamea W . Campbell went to Auguson Monday to get a truck to be used
r hauling gravel on the roads.
Mrs. Or»’e Titcomb spent several
ys In Houlton last week the guest
Mias Sarah Crosby, Smyrna St.
Mr. and Mrs. James Nicholson and
n Lloyd have returned from a trip to
dais and Roblnston visiting rela
res.
Friends of Edith Hall are glad she
s so fa r recovered from her recent
oess as to attend to her duties in the
>re.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Stltham of PittsId, Maine are visiting Mr. Stitham’s
other Mrs. Catherine Stltham and
her relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Ewings who have
en visiting his brother Fred Ewings
stored to Skowhegan and Madison
Saturday. They were accompanied
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ewings and
ughter Natalie.

^VAM ELS have wonder
ful full-bodied mellow
mildness and a flavor as
refreshing as it is new.
Camels quality and Camels expert
blend of choice Turkish and choice
Domestic tobaccos win you on merits.
Camels blend never tires your taste.
Camels leave no unpleasant cigaretty aftertaste
nor unpleasant cigaretty odor I
W hat Camels quality and expert blend can
mean to y o u r sa tisfa c tio n you should find
out at once! It will prove our say-so when
you co m p are C am els w ith a n y c ig a re tte

Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Robinson and
icar Crane have returned from a trip
the southern part of the State and
rough New Hampshire where they
pect to locate, while away they visid William Robinson at East Cor-

LUDLOW
Byron Hand has purchased a Ford
car.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Longstaff of
Crystal visited relatives here Sunday.

in th e w o rld a t a n y p r ic e !

L. A. Barker Company
Oakfield, Maine

Oakfield, Maine

C a m e ls a re a o td e v e r y w h e r e in s c ie n tific a lly s e a le d p a c k a g e s o f 2 0
c ig a r e tte s ; o r te n p a c k a g e s ( 2 0 0 c ig a r e tte s ) in a g la a a in e -p a p e r-c o v e re d
c a rto n .
W e s tr o n g ly r e c o m m e n d t h is c a r to n f o r th e h o m o o r oB ioo
s u p p ly o r w h e n y o u tr a v e l.

R. J. REYNOLDS T O B A C C O CO,

Winston-Salem, N. C.
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